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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF S~ CULT, L4NIRlC PHILOSOPHY
 

AND COMMONISM : A CRITICAL APPRAISAL
 

G.C.NAYAK
 

The S'dkta cult with its Tdntric paraphernalia, even ifit belongs to our own heritage 

most certainly and unambiguously, has certain apparently weird, a strange non

conformist, character about it from the very beginning and even throughout its 

development in the course of time. That is why, its reference as an intrinsic part of, 

and and amalgamtion in various forms in, our socio-cultural heritage has ben looked 

at with a good deal of suspicion throughout, with the consequence of some sort of 

alienation or the other being the fate ofthe S'akta _Tantric movement in our cultural 

history. What a great revolutionary movement it has been, and yet how simultaneously 

intrinsic it is to our socio-cultural heritage, can only be revealed to us gradually, as I 

proceed with my humble effort's at a proper understanding ofthis movement in the 

sequel. 

The deep insights ofTantra philosophy have been usually either ignored or 

misconstrued, perhaps because ofits origin in the hoary past having a tribal base, by 

superficial enquirers and scholars of doubtful authenticity in this area. It is also a 

matter of great regret that very often during its development the system has fallen 

into the hands ofcharlatons and common who have deliberately misused it for their 

nefarious profession. So one should be wary at the outset while dealing with such a 

sensitive area as Tantra, and must fight shy ofa crude presentation of the system as 

some sort of mere magical formula meant for bringing about prosperity for oneself 

and/or the downfall and damnation of the enemy. It is astonishing to see how 

dictionaries, compiled in cities like New York even in the later part of the 20th 
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8 G.C,NAYAK 

century, talk of the Tantras as containing "magical formulae for the attainment of 

magical or quasi-magical power'", alongside a casual reference of course to the 

worship of S'akti . the Mother of the universe. It is no wonder therefore that the 

Tantric system throughout has consistantly been condemned as something weird 

and suspicious in its magical aspect, while its valuable philosophical insights are not 

properly understood and appreciated, and are rather lost in the oblivion ofthe crude 

practices of magic. It is high time that we must deliberately make efforts on all sides 

at bringing to the fore the salient features of the philosophy of S'akti cult and 

Tantricism to counter the opposite forces, if not for any other purpose, that have 

brought bad name to this system and thereby have done a great harm to our socio

cultural heritage. 

The philosophy involved here which is the main driving and guiding spirit of 

the Tantric movement is as a matter offact a typical philosophy involving the sentiments 

and the concerns ofthe common man, which I would designate as the commonistic 

phi losophy, to be carefully distinguished of course from any form of communistic 

idea owing its origin to Karl Marx and his followers. In any case, in order to have a 

clear perception of what this commonistic philosophy is all about, we must have a 

clear conception ofcertain broad features ofthis movement of which S'akti worship 

is at the centre. What is important to note here is that the female power is not only 

given its due here as against the trends in the partriarchical form of society with 

which we are usually associated, but it is also worshipped as the supreme power 

without which any creation ofcreativity is simply incomprehensible. This feature is 

brought out very well in the first stanza of Saundarya Lahari of Adi S' a ~ kara , 

where the great Advaitin who is supposed to be the very incarnation of Lord 

S'iva (S'aJikara ~ S' ankara ~ sak s at, being a well-known popular saying about 

Adi S' ankara) , had to admit the supremacy of S'akti (the female power) without 
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9 G.C.NAYAK 

which S'iva is reduced to mere S'ava or a dead corpse as it were 

"S'iva~ S'aktyd yuktoyadi bnavati S'aktal!prabhaviturr; na Cedeva m devo 

na khalu kus' ala ~ spanditumapi." 

Here is a sort ofrevaluation of the old values ofa patriarchical order where 

the male member is supposed to be the supreme authority, and the point which I 

want to make in this context is that this S' akti cult and the Tantric movement certainly 

bring about certain freshness, a sort of novelty, in looking at our old order. Such 

freshness and novelty in outlook and approach is not entirely unknown to our age

old structure, the heritage that his come down to us from the Vedic days and even 

beyond that from the prevedic era, may be, from the days of the 

Harappan civilization. The Bhagavad ous ,one of the most significant text in 

our & tradition, is a burning example of this, of bringing about revolution in some 

form or the other and promoting some sort of revaluation ofold values in the context 

of our own heritage and culture. The common-istic approach so very significantly 

evident in the S'akta -Trantric tradition also promotes such revaluation of the old 

values, a revaluation which is virtually a revolution, so to say, in our social order and 

thinking, because of which this tradition itself has been subject to so much of 

misunderstanding and criticism. The uncommon power vested in the male supremacy 

of the social fabric, the autonomy of the male qua male, is subjected to revision, 

revaluation and some times to trenchant criticism under the female-domination in 

the S'akti cult; this needs to be noted here with care in the first instance. 

Let us now examine some other features prevalent here which are rather 

inbuilt in this movement. Casteism in all forms and designation, it needs to be noted, 

is simply an anathema for a Tantric Sadhak or a Kaula, as he is called, for here 

there is no superior or inferior class in the manner in which we have been so thoroughly 

acquainted in the context of Var '!as' rama dharma, as it is popularly understood or 
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10 G.C.NAYAK
 

presented in our social framework. A Brahmin cannot be regarded as superior by
 

birth here nor can a Ca ~9 ala (the outcaste sweeper) be taken as belonging to an
 

inferior class in any way. This is brought out so well in the following stanza, well


known in the Trantric literature, which needs to be highlighted Vis-a-Vis the Var '!a
 

dharma that pervades almost the whole ofour tradition. " Prav ~ tte Bhairavi Cakre
 

sarve Varna dvijiitayah hiv r tte Bhairavi cakresarve Varna Prthak Pr thak ",
 . .. .. . 
In the context of the tantric practices, as they are carried on under the guidance of 

a Guru or the Master, there is no distinction of one class (Var '!a) from the other, 

for all classes are to be treated as respectable Brahmins there, whereas when the 

tantric practices are over, the distinction of class once again holds good. This idea 

once again points to a thorough going revolution in our thought-structure alongwith 

the consequent revolution in social fabric too in so far as it is influenced by that 

thought-structure, and it is commonistic in its spirit out and out. No Var'!a or class 

is intrinsically superior, and no Var '!a is inferior either; there is nothing extraordinary 

or uncommon, talent wise, in a Brahmin simply because he is born to a 

Brahmin family, nor is a Ca ~9 ala to be condemned for ever as a fellow who has 

been inexorably cursed by his birth. 

The third feature ofthe Tantric movement Which, I think, I should exphasize 

is that there is a deliberate tedency to be found here to transcend all conceptual 

dichotomies such as, good-evil, truth-falsehood, love-hatred beautiful-ugly, even living

non-living (jzva and s'ava )and natural-unnatural and the like. Such conceptual 

transcendence and trans-valuation of values is an intrinsic feature of the Indian 

cultural heritage in general in many ways. It is evident even in the concept of 

Jivamukti of Vedanta and also of nirvd ,!a in Buddhism. The well-known stanzas 

as such as, nistraigu,!ye pathi vicarato ko vidhi ~ ko ni~edha~", 

Bheddbhedau sapadi galitau PUl? yapdpe vis' Ir '!e ", "Na nirvd '!a sya samsariiit 
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II G.C.NAYAK 

Kincidasti vis' e ~ a '!am " etc. point to some sort of transcendence at the level of 

highest realization of the Truth or Tattva. Even the Mahdbhiirata:s well-known 

stanza, "Tyaja dharmamadharmam ca. ubhe satyan~te tyaja etc." points to a 

similar transcendence. At another place, during my discussion, I have gone to the 

extent of designating our culture as a culture oftranscendence from this point of 

view. But this transcendence is manifest so much so both in theory and practice in 

Tantricism as no where else in our tradition; it has been so shockingly conspicuous 

here in Tantric practices that it has at times crossed the dichotomy of so called 

decency-indecency too. It takes all sorts to make our world; we can't ignore anything, 

but we have to take note of them all and yet transcend the dichotomies that bind us. 

Panca makdra sddhand- as it is called, where meat, fish, liquor, sexual 

indulgence etc. are apparently encouraged in the worship of S'akti . points to a 

deliberate transcendence ofordinary dichotomy ofgood and eviI, the crudely ethical 

and unethical, in our conceptual framework that govern our daily life and conduct. 

Even where it is taken literally, we must remember that it is not intended to promote 

promiscuous enjoyment ofsex in excess but to transcend, rather sublimate, the sex

urge through its acceptance as a simple fact oflife without any hatred or perversion. 

As has been rightly stated by a Tantric scholar, "Some people think that the thought 

of sex itself is something unholy and impure. It is this erroneous attitude against 

which Tantrism cornbats'". The same scholar points out further, "The tdntric 

siidhand is meant to cure or neutralise sex of its poison, it is not meant for bhoga. 

In the Kaula- sddhand the actual sex act is done not with a feeling of bhoga but 

with a feeling of offering it as worship to the Deity; it is done as a religious act and 

not for sensual gratification'". It is significant that the KulZir'!ava Tantra ridicules 

the idea of getting liberation through sexual indulgence with a typical sarcasm, "In 

that case all those who indulge in sex with women should stand liberated'". As a 
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12 G.C.NAYAK 

matter of fact, the Tantric Siidhakn has a great reverence for women, which is 

manifest in Kumari piijanam that is a part and parcel of Kuldcara or Kaula 

sddhand- Saptas' at] Candi declares that all women are different manifestations 

of the Goddess Durga (" Striya I; samastd ~1 sakala jagatsu"). [t is, therefore, no 

wonder that the great Advaita thinker of the 20th century, Radhakrishnan, 

acknowledges that the Tantra "is famous for its reverence for women, who are 

regarded as forms of the divine mother:". 

Stanzas such as Pitvd pitvd punah pTtvayavat patati 

bhiitale, patitvd capuna~ pTtva 

punarjanma na vidyate" 

are certainly notorious and provocative, and yet their symbolic significance is never 

to be lost sight of by the true Sadhak who drinks deep at the source of nectar of 

Brahma randhra in the Sahasrdra Cakra in his/her uninterrupted yogic mediation. 

Let us seriously concentrate for a while on the following well-known stanza from 

Sadhak Ram Prasad where there is a positive invocation to immerse ourselves 

whole heartedly in our innermost being with the utterance ofKali, the Goddess who 

was the [?! adevi of Ramprasad as well as of Ramakrishna, both of whom were 

great Tantrics setting standards for us through their respective practices where 

crude forms ofTantricism have given way to the highest form of realization through 

bhakti (devotion) to the mother of the entire universe. lt is a case of Sahaja 

sadhand . iff may be permitted to say so, in case of both these dedicated souls who 

transcended crude dichotomy ofgood and evil through their sddhand- The stanza to 

which I would like to refer in this context runs as follows: " I!ub de re man Kiill 

vale, 11l;di Ratnakarer agddh jal ~ Ratnakar nay s'Iinya kakhan, du-cor qube 

dhan ndmele , Tumi dam-samartheek qube jdo.kula kun d alinir kuie», In 

wonder if its highly spiritual implications are not lying inherent in the apparently 
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13 G.C.NAYAK 

foppish stanza in Sanskrit referred to earlier, viz - " Pltva pltva punQ~ pitvd etc." 

Similar is the case with matsya mdmsa , maithuna (sex act) etc, each one of which 

is taken at best as having some symbolic or figurative significance or the other. 

"Maithuna" for example, we are told, "means that the Sadhaka has no more a 

separate existence other than the all-embracing Reali ty.Though 'maithund; iIiiterally 

means 'sexual intercourse', in the Siddha tradition, it signified the union of 

ku ~1 alini s'akti with S'iva existing in the sahasrdra "6. It has been rightly pointed 

out that "the employment ofsex imagery is frequent in the tantric lore. It works both 

ways-making it adorable and making it abominable, although sex is employed in 

tantra not for direct gratification but for reversal and restraint'", 

What is important to note here is that some sort of transcendence on the 

part of the Sadhaka is fixed as the goal of realization where one is not tied to the 

usual dictotomy of good and evil. The same is true of the following stanza where 

bhoga and mok ~a i.e. indulgence in sensual pleasures and liberation are described 

as belonging to the same order of reality, as it were, pointing to a state realized by 

the Tdntric sddhokas of S'r! Sundar! ' where simultaneously two mutually opposed 

values are realized. "Yatrasti bhogo na tatrdsti mok ~a, y atriisti mok ~a na 

tatriisti bhoga ~l' S'n Sundari sddhana - tatpara niim bhogas'ca mok ~as' ca 

Karastha eva." As the Kulamava Tantra ,2.24 points out, "Bhogo 

yogdyate sak~atpatakan: suk~tayate, Mok~ayate sansara~ Kulesvari ". That 

is why, in my opinion, Tantra as a system takes the concerns of the common man 

into consideration and finds out ways and means to transcend the dichotomy of 

pleasure and suffering in a typical Tantric realization. We are constantly swayed by 

dichotomy of values and its transcendence is the goal of the Tantric realization. 

Even love and hatred are transcended when the dead man's corpse is not regarded 

as an object of hatred (jugupsd) in s' ava siidhand . True, in certain cases such 
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14 G.C.NAYAK 

sadhana has been reduced to sheer mockery of transcendence atthe hands of the 

lesser mortals who are out to rejoice in perversion of some sort or the other. But it 

need not degrade itself to such perversions and has never been made so at the 

hands of the noble souls practising Tantra. It is therefore understandable why the 

Kularnava Tantra cautions that the Kaula practices be protected from the morally 

depraved persons one guards one's wealth from the thieves, " Yathd rak ~eti corebhyo 

dhanadhdnyddikam briye, ladharmam tathd hi pasubhya~ arak ~ayet ." 

Here I will give an example from the writing of an eminent Tantric 

Sadhaka of Orissa, Pranabananda Tripathy, who as a matter of fact is Tantra Vidya 

Vacaspati of a high order; he has the following words to say about 

s' ava sddhand (here, I am not going into the details of description of his own 

experience, for this would make my work unduly long). "The whole ritual," "says 

Tripathy", is perhaps meant to eliminate fear and attachment and some avarices 

from the mind ofthe Tantric to make him fit for achieving some control over Time. 

Elimination of fear and the like beocmes easier in a grave yard than in a closed 

protected room. So also a sense of mundane uselessness pervades whereby the 

mind gets easy opportunities to understand the nature of tirne'". An exhortation to 

transcend the dichotomies ofour daily life ofattachment, fear, avarices, love, hatred 

and normal ritualistic practices is evident in the following song from 

Sadhaka Ramprasad which needs a special mention here; this particular song was 

one of the dearest to the heart of Sri Ramakrishna Paramaharnsa who used to 

request Naren (Swami Vivekananda in later days) to sing the same before him from 

time to time. Gayd ganga Prabhdsddi Kds'i kiinei kevd cay, kdli kdli 

kiili vale a japd yadi phurdy. Trisandhyd je vale kiili Sandhyd puj{i se ki 

cay, sandhyd tar sandhdne ph ire kavu sandhi ndhi pay." The idea is that if one is 

totally engrossed in his/her devotion to the mother Goddess kali ,he Ishe need not 
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15 G.C.NAYAK 

go on a holy pilgrimage nor is it necessary on his/her part to be engaged in any 

ritualistic practice either. 

Now, very natural1y, a question would come to the mind of any learner or 

enquirer regarding indigenous character ofall this in the S' akti cult and Tantricism. 

Are all these indigenous too, and an intrinsic part of our cultural heritage coming 

down to us from the hoary past! It may not be the case, I would humbly submit in 

respect of its developed form in which we have met or are likely to come across the 

S'akti cult in the recent past or even to-day. That would mean, contrary to the 

expectation, that there has been sheer stragnancy in the movement and a virtual 

death of the cult after a while, at a certain stage of its development. But our cultural 

heritage, as is wel1-known, has never been static; it has been always a dynamic and 

living culture throughout the ages through which it has progressed. This is true also 

in the case of S' akta worship in different forms. Acknowledgement ofthe supremacy 

or at least the importance of the female power has always been a feature of our 

civilization, though it is also true that it has been subdued beyond recognition by male 

domination from time to time. 

Radhakrishnan traces the S'akti cult to the ~gveda itself. "The cult of 

S' akti " says Radhakrishnan, "finds its beginning in the ~ gveda. In one of the 

Hyms, S'akti is represented as the embodiment of power, 'the supporter of the 

earth living in heaven! She is the supreme power 'by which the universe us upheld', 

'the great mother of the devotees ( suvratdnd ttz), and soon became identified with 

'Urn a of Golden hue' of the Kena Upani~ad "9. In any case, this points to the 

beginning ofthe S'iikta influence in our civilisation from the very beginning, but it 

was not static and went on developing in multiple forms and directions in a cultural 

mileau that was certainly a living one. Take the case of this entire eastern belt, 

Assam, Bengal, and Orissa which have been very rightly identified as the centres of 
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S'aku workship and siidhand in different forms since ancient times. Even now 

Jagannath Puri , known as S'r;k ~etra, dedicated to the worship of Vi ~ ':l u or, to be 

more precise, of Daru Brahrna in the form of Jagannath ,carries the traces of 

S'akti influence in its bosom explicitly, when we find that the Goddess Bimala is 

held in the highest esteem and is supposed to be essential for turning the Prasada 

offered Jagannath into Mahaprasada . Nliadri Mahodaya, it is to be noted, 

equates the Deities at Puri with Tantric goddesses, as follows: 

"Tara sak ~at s'U1apa ~ i Subhadra Bhubanes'wari, Niladrau Jagannathastu 

svaya f!I Oak ~i ~a Kalika. "The identity of U ~ d iyana pitha might have entered 

into some controversy or the other, but its location at least in the Eastern part of 

India is most probable. Laxmlilkara, the sister of king Indrabhiiti of Sambalpur, 

had propounded the Sahaja yana ofTantra that transcended our ordinary conceptual 

prejudices in favour of some sort of deha- siidhand 10. 

Moreover, it is note-worthy that from the very beginning there has been an 

amalgamation of what are popularly known as the Aryan with the non- Aryan 

elements in our civilization. "Conspicuous among the Marappa finds", as has been 

pointed out by Zaehner, "are figurines of women, usually naked or half-naked, and 

scholars have seen in these representations of a mother-goddess. Such a goddess is 

typical of the religion ofMesopatamia, but is conspicuously absent from the patheon 

of the Vedas. In the later literature, however, such a goddess reappears in the form 

of the terrible goddesss Durga or Kali, the consort of S'iva "I!. Zaehner's further 

observations in this connection are significant, "Much that is typical of classical 

Hinduism," says Zaehner, "derives not from the invading Aryans, but from the 

indigenous populations they conquered?". It is ofcourse a matter ofdispute whether 

there has been really some such war between the Aryans and the non- Aryan s in 

the remote past and whether the former were the conquerer race vis-a-vis the race 
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that was conquered by them, but one thing is certain that there has been a lot of 

amalgamation, inter-mixture, and overlappings throughout the ages during which 

S' akti cult has come down to us in the present form. As I have pointed out earl ier, 

Var n a dharma that was so very dear to the Aryans was rejected by S'aktas who 

were in favour of a commonistic society with an egalitarian outlook. So the point 

which I want to make here is that there has been a lot of revolutionary changes in 

ideas from the Vedic age, from the time of its very inception, and there has been a 

lot of mixing and remixing too of the ideas as they developed through the ages. 

Even much later, as late as sixteenth century CE, popular and interesting 

poetic writings were freshly coming into being and becoming prevalent in Bengal, 

well-known as Mangala- Kavyas , that dedicated themselves specifically to the 

propagation of the worship of Can~ i (a form of Goddess Durga ). 

Kavikanka n a Can d i written by Mukunda Ram is the most famous of these 

Mangala- Kavyas , which propagates the worship of the Goddess on Tuesdays 

through the anecdote of a blessed couple, Phullara and Kalaketu The significant 

fact about this blessed couple is that they are shown here as suffering from dire 

poverty and belonging to the lower strata ofthe society, that of the fowlers, to whom 

the Goddess revealed. Herself and approached with her cnoicest blessing for the 

propagation ofher worship in the entire society through her specially chosen devotees. 

It isjust an anecdote, ofcourse, where imagination has run riot, but it shows 

how and in what way the goddess worship was spreading and developing even in 

those days as a popular cult. In our social milean, as it is usually unexpected that the 

Divine Grace should be available to a man or a woman of low origin, Kalaketu on 

his part becomes suspicious in the first instance of the sudden appearance of the 

Goddess in his poverty-ridden cottage, and takes her to be an ordinary woman. 

" Himsdmati ami vyddhati nicajdti, Af5rghare ki karane iisiveParvati ", "Being 
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wedded to the cult of violence and belonging, as rdo, to the lowliest caste, why
 

should the Goddess Parvatl come to my residence, at all", asks Kalaketu- As a
 

contrast to our usual apathy, rather both implicit and explicit hatred, for the people of
 

low origin, it is interesting to note how the Mahiimaya , the Goddess herself, calls
 

Kalaketu . the fowler, with avowed affection and love as "dear Kalu" 13. It is no
 

doubt an imaginetive construct of the poet Mukunda Ram, but what is important to
 

note here is that it points to what I would regard as the commonistic revolution
 

inherent in S'akti worship. Here I would like to mention what the Editor of
 

Kavikanka!"fa Ca!"f1 T, Prof. Bandopadhyaya of Calcutta University, has to say 

about the specific importance attached to this fowler-anecdote in our tradition. "The 

renowned srnarta scholar (an expert in the sm~iti tradition), Raghunandan", 

according to Bandopadhyaya, "has prescribed hearing of the fowler-anecdote 

( vyddhopd - khydna s'rava!"fa) as an indispensible part of the entire paraphernalia 

associated with Ca '? 1T worship'vi.Such is the special significance attached to this 

anecdote inour tradition, which unambiguously points to some sort of tribal influence 

on the S'akti cult as it has developed in our tradition. The cult of Mangata worship 

in Orissa also points, in many respects, to some such influence, as is evident during 

the Jharnu yatra, an importantfestival ofSaharas (S'avaras) functionallyassociated 

with Kakatpur Mangata and Banki Charchika . 

S' akti Cult and Tantricism, therefore, point to a development in certain new 

direction in so far as it explicitly encourages a commonistic philosophy and gets 

involved with the concerns of ordinary men and women with an egalitarian spirit 

while at the same time we must acknowledge that the supremacy of female power 

with its tribal base is not entirely new to us either. Take the case, for example, of 

Uma - Haimavati as the unique teacher of Brahma - jriana in the Kena 

Upani ~ad who taught the gods about the invincibilityand the authority ofBrahman 
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about which they were completely ignorant. Here is a case of frank 

acknowledgement of the female power as the transmitter of Divine wisdom that 

was not available even to the gods. The attitude ofthe Upani sads as a whole to the 

female power becomes evident here through the parable ofIndra and Uma Haimavati 

in the Kena Upani ~ ad which runs as follows. 

There was a fight between the gods and demons, we are told, in which 

ultimately gods became victorious. Gods thought that their success was entirely due 

to their own prowess and consequently they became proud of their achievement 

without noticing that their power was only a manifestation of the ultimate power of 

Brahman. Brahman, in order to teach them a lesson, appeared before them, but 

gods could not know who He was. Then the gods sent the god offire as an emissary 

to Brahman and fire-god in his tum approached Brahman with pride and self

conceit. Brahman asked him who he was, and the god of fire proudly said that he 

was the fire-god (]ata Vedas) who could bum the whole world ifhe wanted. Then 

Brahman threw a small blade of grass before the fire-god and asked him to burn 

that small piece of grass if he could. 

The fire god however could not burn that small blade of grass, even if he 

tried with all his might. He returned to the gods in disappointment. Then the gods 

sent the wind-god as their messanger who also had to admit defeat before Brahman 

and returned to the gods in shame without being able to know the nature ofBrahman. 

Then the gods sent Indra to ascertain the nature of that Great Being. As Indra was 

the highest god ( Parames'vara ), he had the maximum self-conceit and pride because 

of which Brahman disappeared from his sight altogether, so that he could not get a 

chance even to have a dialogue which was made available to other gods. Instead, 

there appeared a damsel in the sky, Urna Haimavati . By this time, Indra's self

conceit and pride had already subsided. Urna Haimavati- when approached by 
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Indra, explained to him that the spirit in question was Brahman and that all those 

gods have actually become victorious because of Brahman's power and glory. It is 

through Uma HaimavatTthat lndra came to know about Brahman. Indracould realise, 

then, that the gods had gained victory over demons, not because of their personal 

prowess, but because of the power of Brahman, and that the gods' power was only 

a manifestation of the power of the Absolute Brahman. Acarya S'ankara in his 

Kena Upani ~ad Bha ~ ya points out that demons were defeated by Is'vara , whiIe 

the other gods were mere instruments 15. What is important here to note is that this 

was revealed to Indra by a female power, Uma HaimavatT. Brahman is the source 

of all powers, this lesson was also imparted for the first time to Indra by 

Urna Hairnavati and Indra is praised as the foremost of the gods in the same 

Upani ~ad because he was the first to get this knowledge of Brahman from 

Uma HaimavatT 16. 

From the above parable, it becomes evident that Brahrna vidya or 

knowledge of Brahman comes to the gods through the power ofa woman deity, viz

Urna Haimavati This shows a definite preference of the Kenopani'~'ad for 

woman-power (S'akti), as tar as Brahma- jfiana is concerned. 

Radhakrishnan points out that "this legend that Uma . the daughter of the 

Himalayas revealed the mystic ideal ism of the Upani sad s to the gods is an 

imaginative expression ofthe truth that the thought of the Upani ~ad s was developed 

by the forest dwellers in the mountain Vastnesses of the Himalayas"!'. To me it 

appears that this legend also points to the fact that the truth of the Upani ~ad s, 

Brahma Vidyd , was imparted by a woman dwelling in the forest, who was called 

Uma HaimavatT, the daughter of Himavat. Wisdom, it shows. is not the sole 

presogrative of male folks, but was available with a lady who was a forest -dweller 

and it was she who taught the lesson of Brahma Vidya to male-gods who, inspite 
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of their obvious brilliance, could not grasp Brahman because of their arrogance. 

Radhakrishnan has appropriately cited from Dev[ Saptas'ati in 

Marka '7 4eya Pura'! a , in this context, to show that "Durga, sometimes worshipped 

as Katyayani, is represented to be divine wisdom, brahma Vidya " 18. The 

reference to Uma Haimavati as the propagator of Brahmajnana to the gods is 

thus significant in pointing to the preeminence not only ofthe forest-dwellers ofthe 

Himalayas but also ofa lady forest-dweller endowed with Brahmajnana who taught 

the same to the otherwise powerful male folks ignorant of this subtle truth because 

of their arrogance. 

With this background study, as has been done by me so far, albeit inadequately 

of course, of the S' akti cult and Tantricism, we can now proceed to a study of the 

Saptas' ati Ca '!4i with an enquiring spirit, where, as far as my understanding goes, 

a typical philosophy ofcommon ism has been propounded by the sage Medha in the 

beginning ofthis unique text. 

Candi and Commonism : 

The Saptas'ati Ca'!4 i or the Devl - Miihiitmya belongs to the 

Marka'!4 eya Pura'!a which is one of the early six Pura nas , viz

Vayu, Brahma~~a,Vi~~u, Matsya, Marka n deya nm] Bhagavata , out of the 

eighteen works belonging to this class. Even if it may be a fact that 

Saptas' atTCa '!4i was inserted into the Mdrka '74 eya Purd '7 a at a comparatively 

later date, still it could not have been later than 600 A.D. 19 So it is in any case an 

early work, certainly much earlier than later Pura nas like Skanda, Brahma, Agni 

or Garu ~ a etc., which is of unique significance in the development of S' akti cult 

and Tantricism in our culture. 

An interesting ancedote attracts our attention at the very outset in this work 
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ofseminal importance. The author is out to propound what I regard as the unique 

philosophy of commonism through this ancedote, which is so very basic and 

fundamental to the development of the S'iikta cult and Tantricism. The far-reaching 

consequences of this philosophical thought and its appl ication may need to undergo 

the test of time. But in and by itself it is certainly worthy of attention at least for 

suggesting a revolutionary change in the conceptual field, particularly in the concept 

of jiiana or knowledge in a broad sense. To my mind, a proper application of this 

revolutionary idea in individual and social life would go a long way in solving at least 

some of the social problems that confront us in our face. 

The ancedote runs as follows, King Suratha, driven out ofhis kingdom, and 

the affluent merchant Sarnadhi . rejected by his wife and children, happen to meet 

each other near the hermitage of the seer Medha ~~i. Then begins the dialogue 

between them. Both of them admit that, even after being thrown away from their 

own kingdom and family, they have not been able to forget their past. They are still 

in a state of anxiety brooding over the possible difficulties confronting their family 

members and servants. These thoughts constantly haunt their minds, while they are 

reminded of their past. They start ventilating their anxiety and astonishment to each 

other and later reveal the same to Medha with the hope ofgetting a solution. They 

labour under the impression that they are wise, and yet their wonder knows no 

bound in realizing that, though Wise, they are so very infatuated. Their attachment 

towards their apathetic relatives and the painful past has given them untold suffering, 

and they continue to be infauated over and over again. They start enquiring from 

Medhji as to how this could be possible at all and how all these are happening. By 

way of reply, Medha invokes S'aktitattva (the theory of S' akti , the Primal Energy) 

in order to bring them home that one falls prey to infatuation because ofthe influence 

of Mahamaya (The Great Power of Delusion). There is an explicit reference made 
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by Adi Sankara, it needs to be noted here, to Maharnaya in his famous Saundarya 

Lahar] where the Mahamaya is designated as the Parabrahma- mahi c~ i , the 

consort of the Ultimate Reality, the Parabrahman, and is identified with Goddesses 

such as the Goddess of speech, Saras' watt ,Parvati , the consort of Lord S' iva and 

MahalaxmL the consort of Lord Vi ~ I!u, and even with the Turiya of the 

Upani ~adic fame. M.M. Gopinath Kaviraj, referring to the dualistic Agamas points 

out that "the divine Essence or S'iva is conceived", here as "inalienably associated 

with a power or s' akti which is purely divine and identical with it." "Mahamaya is 

called para s' akti and considered as the Ultimate cause (Parama karar:a) of the 

world'?", Here I am not concerned with the metaphysical implications of the concept 

of Mahamaya , but with the commonistic view ofknowledge ofwisdom propounded 

by Medha- just before the introduction of this concept. 

According to Medha . knowledge in a broad sense is found in each and 

every creature. Man is certainly knowledgeable but knowledge is not the monopoly 

ofhuman beings alone. In the eyes of Medha . all living beings, even animals, birds 

and deers, are knowledgeable. Medha cites instances from animal world where 

creatures, like human beings, are infatuated on account of excessive attachment. 

Even a bird, though itself seized by hunger, collects foodgrains for its children and 

feeds them out of great attachment; so also human beings with all their wisdom get 

themselves entangled with their progeny with the hope of getting a return for their 

deeds. Thus, according to Medha . living creatures in general, whether man, beast 

of bird, are found to be in the whirlpool of infatuation in spite of knowledge and 

wisdom. Some points of resemblance with the celebrated Adhyasa - Bha ~ ya of 

S' ankara are quite evident here 21. 

It is to be noticed that, according to Medha . the seer, each living being 

possesses knowledge in varying degrees. He refuses to accept man's monopoly 
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over knowledge". To my mind, this is a unique piece ofphilosophical illumination 

drawing its inspiration from, which has far-reaching consequences. Adherance to 

this view does not allow any iron curtain to be drawn between the knowledgeable 

and the ignorant without reservation. It may be admitted that a person posesses 

knowledge about a lot of things, and yet he alone is not to be considered wise or 

knowledgeable on this view.On the other hand, a person possessing lesser information 

might be having such wisdom as is inaccessible to the so-called knowledgeable 

person. Under such circumstance, it can be inferred how revolutionary it would be 

to hold that each one in the human society is in possession of some knowledge 

(Jiuim) instead of drawing a line of demarcation between the so-called wise and 

unwise. What to speak of human beings, creatures like birds and beasts also are not 

to be regarded as being devoid of knowledge. Viewed from this perspective, we 

have to reassess the usual distinctions such as ignorant-wise. great-small. respectable

despicable, etc. 

Will all our usual differences evaporate from our conceptual framework 

altogether, in that case, throughthis pieceof illuminationobtainedfrom the Saptas'ad ? 

That would be ridiculous indeed! There is however no such implication involved 

here. What is implied is that discriminations and differences between wise, ignorant 

great, small etc. are valid, no doubt, in their respective spheres in our ordinary parlance, 

but that would be simply a functional difference without any rigidity or absolutistic 

bias. It is beyond doubt that, in the empirical world for the satisfaction of certain 

practical needs. people will gather around persons having proficiency and specialized 

skills, and in return they will show their special affection and reverence to such 

persons. Others will be undermined of course in that particular respect. Importance 

attached to some as against others would be simply functional. however, for the 

concept of irnportanc, in any case, cannot be regarded as having a fixed significance 
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once for all determined by some one's mental fad and prejudice. Once the unique 

philosophy propounded by the seer Medha is given its due consideration in our 

social milieu, it is not impossible to have fundamental and revolutionary changes in 

our thought -process as-wei Ias in the eval uation ofpersons and social institutions. It 

might be that, as an outcome of such revolutionary thought, we may be impelled to 

search for fresh values in the so-called insignificant things, and, in my estimation, 

this very thought would provide the foundation for what 1would call a commonistic 

philosophy. Here, we come face to face with a conceptual remapping having far

reaching implications, which is inbuilt in the very structure of the S'akta -Tantric 

movement that attaches due importance to one and all, to even the outcaste, down

trodden and the rejected stuff of the society, as per necessity, during 

kulacara / S'akti -worship, thus paving the way for transcending our mental 

complexes and prejudices borne out of fear, anxiety, attachment, hatred and the like. 

A unique achievement indeed! 

Yaksa in Meghaduta expresses his inner feelings before the cloud

messanger as follows, 'Rikta ~ sarvo bhavati hi laghu~ pUrl'!ata gauravdya'; 

implying that whatever is empty is of little value, while fullness alone can make it 

honourable. This also is our usual feeling in day to day life. It is a naked truth that 

nobody would attach any importance to some one who is empty or something that is 

really void of any desired content. People are attracted towards something only 

when it is full in some respect or the other. This is applicable mutatis mutandis in 

case of possessions like learning, wealth, knowledge, power etc. But, in the 

conceptutal framework of the seer Medha . it is to be noted that even the animals 

and birds are not empty in respect of knowledge (joana ). Consequently, a due 

appreciation of this unique philosophy of Medhawould lead us to respect the so

called useless persons and empty objects, may be, for some of their latent capacity, 
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with a view to unfold the same in multiple directions for the good ofmankind. Nothing, 

on this view is absolutely useless or despicable. Significance is attached here to 

things and person in accordance with our specific needs. Instead of having a 

photographic, static, view based on an essentialist metaphysics, we have here a 

non-essentialist, dynamic, view of human values, in the framework of this unique 

philosophy ofcommonism propounded by the seer Medha The dynamic implications 

of this typical philosophy are manifest in the following well-known Tantric text, 

though these are not obvious to the biased few who either misuse or misunderstand 

Tantra, sometimes even deliberately, " Pravr tte Bhairavicakre sarve 

van! a dvijataya~ etc". 
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KANT'S NOTION OF PERSON: SCHELER'S 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL CRITIQUE 

BENULAL OHAR 

Despite occupyisng an esteemed and admirable place in the history of 

philosophy in terms of depth, profundity and inherent greatness of its ideas, Kant's 

philosophy has not gone unchallenged. Among his posteriors in Germany, Max 

Scheler puts forward a powerful and pervasive critique of Kant's philosophy, in 

general and of his ethics, in particular in order to pave the way for an alternative 

to the formalism. As part of his critical preoccupation with the ethical formalism,' 

Scheler formulates a few points and terse arguments against the Kantian approach • 
to person in order to pave the way for his own. Scheler begins by pointing out 

that the notion of person in the ethical formalism coincides first with 'rational 

person'. Now, what is it, for Kant, to be a rational person? Kant conceives Reason 

as something immutable, fixed and universal i.e. it belongs to all men at all times, 

and it pervades all men as an identical essence. What Kant calls pure Reason 

possesses some static categorial laws, and the Reason in its practical use is 

endowed with the moral law. Both the static categorial laws and the functions of 

the will give rise to a notion of person who can only be characterized as rational 

being. Scheler writes, 

It is no terminological accident that formal ethics designates the 

person first as 'rational person'. This expression does not mean 

that it belongs essentially to the nature of the person to execute 

acts which, independent ofall causality, follow ideal laws meaning 

and states of affairs (logic, ethics, etc-); rather, with this one 

expression, formalism reveals its implicit material assumption that 

the person is basically nothing but a logical subject of rational acts, 

i.e., acts that follow these ideal laws. Or, in a word, the person is 

the X of some kind of rational activity; the moral personal, 

therefore, the X of volitional activity conforming to the moral law,' 

In ethical context, the person is assumed to be a logical X, which is the subject of 
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all rational activities. This is the' point ofdeparture' for every actof willing, which 

conforms to the moral law. It is the conformity of the act of willing to the law of 

Reason (the moral law) alone that makes an action morally good. Thus ~nt 

glorifies the role of Reason governing the moral law, and writes off the material 

of willing, and indeed all contents of morality. It is this notion of person as endowed 

with static and universal Reason that Scheler has made the focus of his vehement 

criticism. The present paper makes an attempt to analyze these arguments 

developed from the standpoint of phenomenology. 

II. Scheler's Own Standpoint 

It is worthwhile to explain Scheler's own viewpoint from which he has carried out 

the criticism against the Kantian notion of person. Scheler is a member of the 

phenomenological movement that has been inaugurated by Husserl, for the former 

has made use of phenomenological insights in their unorthodox form to deal with 

various social, religious, and ethical issues. It is from the phenomenological 

perspective that Scheler not only puts forward his critique of the Kantian person 

but also develops a theory of his own. The key phenomenological ideas that Scheler 

uses of are: (i) the notion of 'given' or what Scheler calls 'phenomenological fact' 

as distinguished from natural and scientific fact, (ii) the method of reduction, and 

(iii) the idea of phenomenological intuition. Briefly stated, (i) the notion of given is 

something that is available in phenomenological intuition. It is of essential nature, 

which is apprehended by phenomenological intuition/understanding. The person as 

an integration of acts has a self-value which is intuited in essential retlection; (ii) it 

is the method of reduction that opens up the realm of personal act-essences of 

different nature by putting the question ofreal bears and their natural organization 

(i.e., men) under suspension rather than denying it; and (iii) the phenomenological 

intuition/understanding, according to Scheler, is affective in nature. This cognitive 

exercise is a non-objectifying act of reflection that enables us to grasp the person's 

self-value. 

Let us turn for a while to see as to how Scheler formulates his theory of 

person by making use of these phenomenological ideas. In our quotidian Iife, we 

think, will, feel, judge, love, hate, etc., and we do so in our own unique ways and 

styles. In executing these acts each individual person imprints himself/herselfupon 

his/her acts in a unique manner. No two human beings, for instance, 'love' the 

same manner. Each person has, so to speak, his own style and way of 'how' he 
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acts out the act of love. It is precisely in his manner of executing the act of love 

that accounts for his individuality. The uniqueness of executing the acts does not 

pertain to the psychophysical structure of human person. For, all human persons 

function in the same and uniform manner in so far as they are psycho-physical 

being, and there is nothing unique in regard to their embodied functions. The unique 

ways and styles, in fact, pertain to the execution of acts, But the latter is not 

given to our inner or outer perception. They can be accessed and brought to the 

fore only by setting aside our embodied existence by the operation of the 

phenomenological method of reduction. The application of latter method enables 

us to put the question of real bearers and their natural organization (i.e., men) in 

suspension rather than denying it, and thereby we can arrive at the realm of act

essences of different nature. The disregard for the embodied executing agent opens 

up the realm of act-essences that are interconnected to their corresponding pure 

objects by essential relations, that is, between thinking and a thing thought, willing 

and a thing willed, feeling and values, preferring and values, etc. These essential 

lawful relations are a priori to, and independent of, all our inductive experience. 

Now the problem that we face is: What unites the act-essences of diverse nature, 

independently ofan embodied bearer of these acts, supposedly wherein lie the unique 

ways and styles? For, the concrete acts with its individual imprint concerns always 

a unity of diverse act-essences. It is this unitary executor of these acts of different 

nature, which Scheler calls the person. 

The person, according to Scheler, is a dynamic being and exists in 

accompanying each of its own acts such as, acts of thinking, remembering, loving 

or hating, etc. Though its life is sustained by the execution of acts the person does 

not exhaust itself in its acts. Rather, in each of its successive acts the person has 

its presence. The person is phenomenologically intuitable subjective element in each 

of personal acts. The person is the ideal unity of the acts of all possible essential 

differences. Though each act has its uniqueness and peculiarity of its own, yet it 

does not encompass our personal existence in its entirety. Our personal existence 

involves a reference to the integration of acts, which is the person. When we talk 

of a person, we are not in search of an entity or an ontological structure in man 

but of something (i.e. the person) which harbours all our intentional acts over and 

above the execution of these acts. Each of our intentional acts refers to the 

integration of acts, that is, person whose acts they are. Thus, Scheler defines person 
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as follows: 

The person is the concrete and essential unity of being of acts 

of different essences which in itself ( ... ) precedes all essential 

act-differences (especially the difference between inner and outer 

perception, inner and outer willing, inner and outer feeling, loving 

and hating, etc.). The being of the person is therefore the 

'foundation" of all essentially different acts,' 

The person is a concrete being and not a mere empty starting-point of acts. In 

order to comprehend the full and adequate essence of any act involves a prior 

reference to the essence of the person. There cannot be any such act which is 

not a person's act; there cannot be any such act that is ' abstract' non-personal 

act. The ultimate 'foundation' of all our acts lies in the person which is the subject 

of those acts, and which again accompanies as ideal unity in each of the acts. 

Central to Scheler's theory of person is the idea that the individuality of 

the person is permeated by value which he calls 'individual value-essence'. In order 

to understand the latter notion it is necessary to explain that an essence or whatness 

as such is neither universal nor particular. The essence 'red', for example, is neither 

universal nor particular except when it is considered in the context of plurality of 

different objects as an identical essence or in relation to an individual thing. From 

phenomenological perspective, the essence becomes universal when it is intuited 

by plurality of subjects, and becomes particular when it is grasped by a single 

subject. That is, there can very well be an essence for only one individual's insight 

as well as for plurality of those subjects who can have the same insight. Hence, it 

is no wonder that there are essences of individual nature. 

It is in consonance with this conception of individual and yet objective truth that 

Scheler speaks of individual value-essence. It is the self-value of the person. Against 

the Kantian view that human spirit is unchanging and stable entity present in all 

men, Scheler argues that the spirit in men varies through its acts that are unique 

and unrepeatable in every other human person, and this is what Scheler calls 

'individual value-essence".' Obviously, this value-content refers to an individual 

person. Its being 'for me' in the sense of being experienced by me does not prevent 

it from being an independent value-essence. As J. F. Crosby explains on behalfof 

Scheler: 
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Each person has an essence all his own, that is, an essence that could not 

possibly be repeated in a second person. It is of course true that 'human nature' 

is not restricted to one human being but is found in a certain sense in every human 

being, but this is in sharp contrast to the personal essence of a given person that 

cannot be repeated again in any other person.' 

In general, Scheler's ethics is an ethics of insight, for it affirms the role of 

insight into values as the basis of all facets of morality, including conscience. If 

the moral ought is founded on the insight into values of what ought to be done, 

Scheler asserts, there is also an individual ought that is based on the apprehension 

of individual value-essence - the latter being the insight into one's self-value as a 

person. The basis of what ought to be done is the evidential insight into the individual 

value-essence. The latter is a moral insight that is 'good for me'. According to 

Scheler, it is the insight into this individual self-value or 'the individual value-essence' 

that impinges on one's moral consciousness as a 'call', irrespective of being given 

to others. This is what may be called 'the call of conscience'. It is the call of 

conscience based on one's own value-essence that guides a man to what ought to 

be done or what ought not to be done. It is because of possessing a unique 

qualitative direction to his own acts that every person takes individually different 

courses ofaction at a particular moral situation. In opposition to the stance of ethical 

formalism that claims uniform standard of morality for all men to decide upon a 

duty, Scheler argues for an individually diverse standard of ethics. But lest this 

individual-specific ethics is lapsed into subjectivism, Scheler suggests, the individual 

value-essence is to be coincidentally intuited with that having universal validity, and 

this would ascertain objectivity to the standard of morality. 

In dealing with the nature of person Scheler is quite responsive to the query 

as to how can we get access to the being of the person. Earlier, we pointed out 

that the person, for Scheler, is not an object, and so it cannot be known objectively 

through intentional acts like any object of nature. The person exists, and given to 

himself and to the acts ofothers by a non-objectifying act of reflection. Now, Scheler 

goes further and delve deeper into the analysis about how the person is experienced 

by us. He points out that the person cannot be known by analyzing it in conceptual 

terms; it can only be caught in its essential individuality through the love for the 

person. He insists that the person can be experienced in his individuality rather 

than in its being universal that repeats itself in many particulars. He says, 
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What mediates the intuition of the person's ideal and individual 

value-essence is, first ofall, the understanding ofhis most central 
source, which is itself mediated through love of the person. This 

understanding love is the great master workman and (as 

Michelangelo says so profoundly and beautifully in his well-known 

sonnet) the great sculptor who, working from the masses of 

empirical particulars, can intuitively seize, sometimes from only one 

action or only one expressive gesture, the lines of the person's 

value-essence.' 

In continuation with the passage. Scheler says that any attempt to apprehend what 

he calls 'the individual value-essence' by means of inductive procedure, that is. by 

the empirical, historical, or psychological description of person's life is in vain. The 

inductive procedure, according to Scheler, is capable of knowing only those aspects 

of man, which he shares with his fellow beings, The empirical observation rather 

blurs the intuitive vision that ultimately would lead one to have a glimpse of 

individual-personal value-essence. Indeed, Scheler holds that the intuitive 

discernment not only precedes all our empirical knowledge but also conditions them. 

The understanding of the individual value-essence based on love for the person 

that enables us to grasp him in his unique individuality. The understanding of the 

person that is founded on the love of him, which discloses the unique and individual 

value-essence of oneself as well as that of the other. In other words, it is through 

the act of self-love that I understand myself, and this understanding may be even 

deeper by other's love of me. 

III. Scheler's Arguments against Kant. 

It is this standpoint based on phenomenological ideas that leads Scheler to put 

forward the following arguments against the Kantian approach to person. Though 

the Kantian approach prevents us from treating the person as a thing or a substance, 

Scheler argues, it does not provide us any concrete foundation for the being of 

the person. The constancy of Reason inhabiting all human beings makes it impossible 

to distinguish among themselves as individuals on the basis of their personal being. 

For the rational acts bears no individual marks for themselves, which may enable 

us to distinguish one human being from the other. They are 'extra-individual'. It is 

precisely at this point that Scheler differs from Kant by endowing the person with 

an individually determining factor, which is revealed through his special contents 
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of experience, that is, what he thinks, wills, feels, etc. In the Kantian scheme, the 

person as the seat ofdignity and worth embodied in the rational will has been excised 

from the domain of human experience, which can only endow the person with his 

individuality, Consequently, the dignity or autonomy possessed by the person is what 

is in general and not'the specifically individual-personal dignity or autonomy. As 

a result, the person in such a scheme becomes 'an indifferent thorough fare for 

an impersonal rational activity'." Further, the person in the Kantian scheme, in being 

a logical principle of Reason, becomes the transcendental condition of the possibility 

of all objective entities. In the ethical sphere the person becomes a necessary 

condition for the possibility of experiencing the moral law. As a transcendental 

condition for the possibility of bare objectivities it lacks any material content of its 

own. And consequently the moral person, in this sense, acquires the status of a 

homo noumenon (as opposed to homo phenomenon) which is mysterious and 

unknowable to himself and to others. Logically this unknowable constant called 

homo noumenon is synonymous with the thing-in-itself as applied to men. Kant's 

assignment of the status ofhomo noumenon to man makes him indistinguishable 

from any other thing-in-itself such as plant, rock, etc. Hence Scheler accuses Kant 

of banishing the person from the sphere of everyday experience to a realm that is 

inaccessible through reflection and thereby stripping the man of his unique identity 

and personal dignity. 

Secondly, Scheler distinguishes his notion of person from 'I think' or the 

ego of transcendental apperception. We may begin by stating the Kantian position 

in this regard. For Kant, knowledge arises out of the synthesis of chaotic manifold 

received by our senses and the application of system and order upon them by the 

understanding. In the knowledge-process the understanding or thought has been 

given the active role to play - the role of law-giving to what has been received by 

the sensibility. It is the understanding that brings the sensible manifold under a unity 

as belonging to one consciousness. The latter activity provides the objective unity 

of experience by constituting the object for me. This is what is 'I think' or the ego 

that accompanies every act of representation, perception, etc. Thus 'I think' 

becomes the condition of objective unity and identity of the object. The object has 

no essential identity of its own but that is given to it by the ego. In the Kantian 

scheme ofknowledge the ego is taken to be the subject that conditions the object. 

The ego determines the object and not vice versa, and hence their relation is 
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uni lateral. 

Now, Scheler points out that though there is a relationship of 

correspondence between the act and the object, but this relationship does not consist 

of the act being the condition of the object. And thus it is not one-sided relationship 

as the Kantian ethics proposes it to be. Scheler argues that the ego of Kant's 

transcendental apperception is an object which is given to our internal perception. 

But the act, in pursuance of which the person exists, is not an object like the ego. 

And act's relationship with the object is not one of unilateral but of mutual 

relationship or what Scheler calls 'mutual belongingness'. Scheler says, 

But an act is never an object. For according to the nature of the being of 

acts, they are experienced only in their execution and are given in reflection. Hence 

an act can never become an object through a second act or a retrospective act of 

sorts. For an act is not an 'object' even in reflection), which alone makes an act 

knowable beyond its (naive) execution. Reflective knowing accompanies an act 

but does not objectify it. Therefore an act can never be given in any form of 

perception (or even observation), be it outer or inner perception.' 

This passage clarifies that an act. for Scheler, is in no wayan object, even 

in reflecti ve consciousness. The nature of the act-beings is such that they cannot 

be known except by the pursuance of acts without themselves being objectified. 

Though the ego is grasped in the form of an act of internal perception and in the 

various forms of its manifoldness, an act is neither apprehended in external, nor in 

internal, perception. Rather, the ego becomes the content of internal perception 

and does not remain as a mere idea of a logical principle as Kant proposes it to 

be. And as a result, Scheler points out, the ego is no less an entity that is given to 

our perception, Iike matter. So the ego, being an object of internal perception, can 

no longer be claimed to be the condition of an object. It is rather, Scheler writes, 

an object like any other object. It is from this perspective that Scheler finds a 

contradiction in the Kantian conception of the ego in the sense that if the object is 

constituted and identified through the ego, then the latter is also in need of its own 

identity, and in this process the ego is reduced to be an object in the Kantian scheme 

of knowledge. 

Thirdly, Kant reduces the values of good and evil to the lawfulness of the 

act of wi Iling. In other words, good is determined by its conformity to the law issued 
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by the practical Reason, and evil is that which does not conform to the command 

of the moral law. As a result, the act of willing becomes the original bearer of 

good and evil. Thus, in the Kantian scheme, a being becomes moral person only 

through executing the non-personal acts under the direction of the rational will. 

Scheler also accuses Kant of unduly restricting the moral values of good and evil 

originally to the acts of willing, which reflects the one-sidedness of the Kantian 

constructivism. Apart from the acts of willing, according to Scheler, there are many 

kinds of acts, such as promising, forgiving, obeying, commanding, etc., which are 

also the acts of the person, and they are judged to be good or evil. And any attempt 

to analyzing and judging these personal acts must necessarily invoke the presence 

of the person. 

But, for Scheler, values of good and evil are the values of the person. That 

is, the person is the bearer of good and evil. According to him, 'good and evil are 

non-formal values' ,8 and they occur in the execution of acts by the human person. 

It makes no sense to take the being of the person as synonymous with the 

conformity to a 'law'. The person exists only in and through executing its acts 

that are judge to be either good or evil, and in judging the personal acts such as, 

the act of thinking, willing, feeling, etc. to be good or evil the acting person has to 

be given in reflection. Good and evil are phenomena or essences that belong to 

the nature ofthe person as 'act-being'. 

Fourthly, Scheler finds Kant to be his opponent for the latter's teaching 

that in order an action to be morally good, we must always act in accordance with 

a maxim which we can will to be a universal principle for all human beings. In 

other words, an action attains the status of a morally good action by its maxim 

being willed by an individual human being as a universal law for all men. Human 

beings are given in such a condition that he has to overcome the appeal of unruly 

inclinations and desires to step into the moral arena, and this becomes possible 

only by being this principle to be willed by a moral agent as valid for all men. A 

maxim is a subjectively valid principle but it would have objective validity by being 

willed by an acting person as a universal law of action. In the Kantian approach a 

human person shares the all-pervading Reason, that is, the Reason that inhabits all 

human beings through the willing of his maxim to be a universal law for all men. 

On this view, a human person becomes a 'thoroughfare' of rational activity, and 

no individual-personal imprint that he leaves upon his act is recognized. 
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Scheler argues for an ethics of insight, for it affirms the role of insight 

into values that are the basis of all facets of morality, including conscience. It is 

not based on the insight into the practical law, like Kant's ethics. If the moral ought 

is founded on the insight into the values of what is ought to be done, Scheler asserts, 

there is also an individual ought that is based on the apprehension of individual 

value-essence - the latter being the insight into one's self-value as a person. The 

basis of what is ought to be done is the evidential insight into the individual value

essence. The latter is a moral insight that is 'good for me'. Obviously, this value

content has a reference to an individual person. It's being' for me' in the sense of 

being experienced by me does not prevent it from being an independent value

experience. It is, for Scheler, one's self-value as a person. 

Scheler further argues that by making the universality of willing the basis 

of the idea of morally good action, Kant has misplaced the foundation of moral 

obligation. For Scheler, the moral ought or obligation is founded on the insight into 

objective values that are of personal and individual nature. Though Scheler admits 

that there is an indi vidual ought which is given through my realization of a content, 

action or deed as this individual only, but it is also certainly is based on the 

apprehension of my personal-individual value-essence. It is not only a fanciful 

prejudice of the Kantian philosophy alone, Scheler observes, but also quite 

embedded in the western philosophical tradition that identifies the objective with 

the universally valid and cast doubt on what is individually unique and particular 

presuming it to be accidental and whimsical in nature. Scheler affirms that the truth 

that is valid for me is just as real and objective as the truth that is universal. So, 

for him, there is individually valid, and .objective, truth in ethics that is based on 

the insight into values, and this is what he calls 'the individual value-essence' which 

permeates the person. 

Let us summarize the main points, in conclusion. Firstly, Scheler argues 

that the person, in the Kantian scheme, is inhabited by the constancy, of Reason 

as an identical essence, and thereby it becomes impossible to distinguish the person 

as individuals on the basis of his personal being. Hence the dignity and worth 

possessed by the person is in general and not the individual-specific dignity and 

worth. For the rational acts bear no individual marks for themselves, which may 

enable us to distinguish one human being from the other. Secondly, Scheler 

distinguishes the ego or '1 think' of the Kantian theory, which accompanies every 
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act of representation, perception, etc. from the person as integration ofacts. Thirdly, 

Scheler accuses Kant of reducing the val ues of good and evi I to the lawfulness of 

an act of willing instead of making them the values of person. And lastly, Kant 

has misplaced the foundation of moral obligation by making the universality ofwilling 

the basis of the idea of morally good action instead of founding it upon the insight 

into what is called 'individual value-essence' that permeates the person. 
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ON THE KANTIAN NOTION OF ANALYTIC JUDGMENT 

SUBIR RANJAN BHATTACHARYA 

The central question of Kant's Critique ofPure Reason, as all informed students 

of Kant know, is : How are synthetic a priori judgments possible? Fundamental 

to Kant's problem is his two-fold principle of classification ofjudgments. Accord

ing to one principle, judgments may be classified as a priori, and empirical or a 

posteriori. According to another principle of classification, Kant divides judgments 

into two types-analytic and synthetic. It is often said that the distinction between 

analytic and synthetic judgments was foreshadowed by Leibniz and Hume. Leibniz 

divides judgments into 1) truths of reason, derivable form logical principles and so 

necessary, and 2) truths of fact, contingent propositions, known through experi

ence. Correspondingly, Hume divides knowledge into a) relations of ideas, which 

can be discovered by the mere operation of thought, and b) matters of fact, distin

guished by the conceivability of their opposites. 

The analytic ~ synthetic terminology was introduced into philosophy by Kant. The 

distinction between analytic and synthetic was Kant's discovery. If we express 

the views of Leibniz and Hume by using the Kantian terminology, we could say 

that, to them, all a priori judgments are analytic and vice-versa; and all empirical 

judgments are synthetic and vice-versa. Kant, however, maintains that the two dis

tinctions do not correspond. On the basis of his two-fold principle of classification 

ofjudgments, he, for the first time, envisaged the possibility ofa type ofjudgment 

which is both synthetic and a priori. This kind of judgment is anomalous for ra

tionalism and empiricism and implies the inadequacy of both rationalist and em

piricist epistemology. In this context Kant formulates the central question of his 

Critique. 

From what has been stated above it is quite clear that the analytic-synthetic dis

tinction plays a very important role in Kant's theory of knowledge. The aim of my 

paper is to give a detailed exposition of the Kantian notion of an analytic judgment 

and to consider some standard objections to the Kantian distinction. So my paper 
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is mainly expository and partly critical. In the first part of my paper my object is 

to explain Kant's characterization of an analytic judgment. In giving an exposition 

of Kant's view I am aware that I run the risk of repeating what is fairly well known 

to all readers of Kant. But, for the sake of clarity, I consider it absolutely neces

sary. In the second and concluding part of my paper my aim is to show that the 

standard objections raised against Kant's view by Quine, Korner and others arise 

due to misunderstanding of Kant. 

In section IV of the introduction of his Critique of Pure Reason Kant defines 

analytic and synthetic judgments thus: 

In all judgments in which the relation of a subject to the predicate is thought (I 

take into consideration affirmative judgments only, the subsequent application to 

negative judgments being easily made) this relation is possible in two different ways. 

Either the predicate B belongs to subject A, as something which is (covertly) con

tained in this concept A; or B lies outside the concept A, although it does indeed 

stand in connection with it. In the one case I entitle the judgment analytic, in the 

other synthetic. I 

Here Kant is making the analytic-synthetic distinction in terms of conceptual con

tainment. Following Richard Robinson we may call it Kant's 'containment crite

rion"? If we look at the above definition we see that Kant does not merely say 

that the predicate in an analytic judgment belongs to its subject, i.e. to that which 

the judgment is about. This is presumably the case in any true subject-predicate 

judgment. Instead, he says the predicate-concept is contained in the concept of 

the subject. What does Kant mean by 'containment'? Certainly a predicate-con

cept is not contained in the subject-concept in the sense in which a box is con

tained in another box. Kant speaks not of physical containment but of conceptual 

containment. He does not say that the predicate term is contained in the subject 

term, for a term is something physical and to talk about one term being contained 

in another term is to talk about physical containment. What he really means is that 

the concept expressed by the predicate term is contained in the concept expressed 

by the subject term. 

In an analytic judgment, Kant says, the predicate-concept is one of the constituent 

concepts that have all along been thought in the subject, although confusedly, whereas 
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a synthetic judgment has a predicate 'which has not been in any wise thought (in
 

the concept of the subject) and which no analysis could possibly extract from it.'
 

Kant's point is : In an analytic judgment a predicate-concept is one of the con

stituents into which the subject-concept can be logically analyzed. Logical analy

sis of the subject-concept (which is always a complex concept) shows that the 

predicate-concept is identical with one of the constituents of the subject-concept. 

Since an analytic judgment adds nothing through the predicate to the concept of 

the subject, but merely renders explicit what is implicit in the subject-concept, Kant 

calls it 'explicative'. A synthetic judgment is not simply clarificatory of the sub

ject-concept but adds something to the concept of the subject. Kant, therefore, 

calls it 'ampliative' and 'augmentative'. He mentions 'all bodies are extended' as 

an example of analytic judgment, and 'all bodies are heavy' exemplifies a syn

thetic judgment. The former judgment is analytic, because by logically analyzing 

the subject-concept body we get two constituent concepts, namely, the concept of 

substantiality and the concept of extendedness, and the predicate-concept, the con

cept of extendedness, is identical with one of these constituents of the subject

concept. The judgment 'all bodies are heavy', on the other hand, is synthetic, be

cause the predicate-concept heaviness cannot be analyzed out of the subject- con

cept body, but is added to it. 

In the foregoing I have tried to explain Kant's definition of analyticity in terms of 

conceptual containment. In order to avoid some possible misunderstanding of Kant's 

view, I would like to add the following: An analytic judgment, we have seen, takes 

place by means of analysis of the subject-concept. But it is not a judgment about 

the concept but about the objects which are supposed to fall under the concept. 

Judgment, according to Kant, is the mediate knowledge of an object, that is, the 

representation of a representation of it. In the words of Kant: 'In every judgment 

there is a concept which holds of many representations, and among them of a given 

representation that is immediately related to an object." So the judgment'all bod

ies are extended' is not a judgment about the concept body, but about what is de

noted by the concept 'body' i.e. bodies (objects) themselves. Had it been a judg

ment about the concept body, what would have been asserted by the judgment is 

'the concept body is extended' and this, as one can easily see, is an absurdity. Let 

us now consider the metaphysical judgment 'God is omnipotent'. Metaphysicians 

who make such a judgment would certainly hold the judgment to be about the ob-
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ject they intend to refer to by the subject-concept 'God', namely, the supremely 

perfect being, and would claim to give us knowledge about what they consider to 

be an objective reality. But this way is not open to Kant. For Kant, the idea of 

God is an idea of reason - the idea of an unconditioned unity behind all phenom

ena. To be an object of knowledge, according to him, is to be intuited (sensed) 

and thought of. Since God cannot be an object of intuition, He cannot be an object 

of knowledge. Corresponding to the concept of God we 'have no objective real

ity'. God is merely an object of thought. So, for Kant, in the judgment under con

sideration, namely, 'God is omnipotent', the subject-concept does not denote a real 

object; it, nevertheless, denotes an object - an object of thought. From the above 

it is quite clear that when Kant says that in an analytic judgment we are talking 

about the object denoted by the subject-concept, the expression 'object' is to be 

understood in a very broad and comprehensive sense. 

Now the question arises: How can a judgment be about the object and be at the 

same time explicative of concepts, giving us no information. How can the judg

ment 'all bachelors are unmarried' be about the denotatum of 'bachelor' and the 

predicate-concept merely unfolding or explicating what is implicit in the subject

concept? This question, I think, could be answered from the Kantian standpoint 

thus: Concepts, according to Kant, are essentially predicates of possible judgment. 

If we make a judgment predicating the concept bachelor of a person, say John, 

and make another judgment using the concept unmarried of that person (John), 

then these two judgments, namely, 'John is a bachelor' and 'John is unmarried' 

will not differ in respect of their content. The thought-content of the former will 

be identical with that of the latter. It is in this sense that the judgment is about the 

denotatum of 'bachelor' and explicative of the concept of bachelor. 

According to Kant, in an affirmative analytic judgment the connection of the predi

cate with the subject is thought through identity, whereas in a synthetic judgment 

the connection is thought without identity. How are we to interpret this remark of 

Kant? It has been suggested by Josephs that by 'identity' Kant in his statement in 

question means 'partial identity'. In the judgment "all bodies are extended", the 

predicate-concept is to be taken as identical with a part afthe subject-concept. 

This suggestion has some textual support for it. In the Critique Kant says that in 

the judgment 'God is omnipotent' the subject and predicate-concepts 'are identi

cal'." Obviously 'identical' here means 'partially identical' because the concept of 
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omnipotence is only one of the constituent concepts into which the subject-con

cept God may be logically analyzed. 

This interpretation, as rightly pointed out by K. Goswami, has some difficulties. 

He says: 

If 'identical' is interpreted as 'partially identical', the interpretation obviously in

vokes the notion of containment (for the notion of 'being a part of' involves the 

notion of 'being contained in'). And this being so, the notion of containment can

not in turn be explained or interpreted in terms of the notion of partial identity." 

Goswami's point is this: If 'by identity' we mean 'partial identity' the charge of 

redundancy or circularity arises against Kant, for he first explains the notion of 

analyticity in terms of the notion of containment and then proceeds to explain it 

further in terms of the notion of identity. 

Goswami suggests that the charge of circularity can be avoided only if identity in 

the context under consideration is interpreted as complete identity. In the judgment 

'all bodies are extended', the connection of the predicate-concept with the subject

concept results in a concept which is exactly identical with the original subject

concept. But in the judgment 'all bodies are heavy', the connection of the predicate 

concept with the subject-concept results in a concept which is not identical, but 

different from, the subject-concept body. In the former case, the connection gives 

us the concept of extended body which is completely identical with the concept of 

body. For they have the same constituents. But in the latter case (synthetic 

judgment), the connection gives us the concept of heavy body which is different 

from the concept of body; for the resultant concept has an additional component, 

'not in any wise thought in' the other.' 

In support of the above interpretation Goswami refers to Kant's definition given in 

his Logic (£ 17). Kant says: 

A judgment is the representation of the unity of consciousness of different ideas 

or the representation of the relation of these ideas so far as they constitute a 

concept. 9 

In the light of this definition we may say that a subject-predicate form ofaffirmative 

judgment is the representation of the relation between subject and predicate ideas 

so far as they constitute a concept. This definition, Goswami thinks, supports his 

interpretation that the connection of the predicate with the subject-concept of a 
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predicative affirmative judgment 'results in (i.e. constitutes) a concept'. This 

concept, which he calls 'the total or constituted concept', is identical in content 

with the original subject-concept when the judgment is analytic but it is not identical 

(in respect of content) with the original subject-concept when the judgment is 

synthetic. 10 

There is, however, a difficulty in the above interpretation which Goswami himself 

admits. The difficulty is this. The converse of the proposition 'all bodies are 

extended' is 'some extendeds are bodies' which is an analytic proposition. Here 

the predicate-concept of the converse is not contained in, but rather contains, the 

subject-concept. So here the containment criterion does not apply and therefore it 

cannot be said that the connection of the predicate- concept with the subject

concept results in a concept which is exactly identical with the original subject

concept. But Goswami is quick to point out that the difficulty is not peculiar to his 

interpretation but arises also in connection with the other interpretation, according 

to which 'identity' means 'partial identity'. 

Which of these two interpretations is to be accepted? Both these interpretations, 

we have seen, can be supported exegetically. It seems to us that only by considering 

the different contexts in which we use the term 'identity', we can determine 

whether 'identity' means 'partial identity' or 'complete identity'. So when Kant 

says analytic judgments are those in which the connection of the predicate with 

the subject is thought through identity, the import of it is: The connection of the 

predicate with the subject is thought through identity, either partial or complete. 

So far we have been explaining Kant's definition of an analytic judgment in terms 

of the containment-criterion. Let us now tum to another criterion offered by him 

to distinguish between analytic and synthetic judgments. Richard Robinson calls it 

the 'contradiction criterion'." A first hint of this criterion is found at BI2 where 

.Kant speaks of extracting the predicate of extension from the concept of body in 

accordance with the principle of contradiction. This point is made more expl icitly 

in Book II, Chapter II Section I of the Critique of Pure Reason entitled 'The 

Highest Principle of all Analytic Judgments'. Kant says, 

...ifthe judgment is analytic, whether negative or affirmative, its truth can always 

be adequately known in accordance with the principle of contradiction. The reverse 

of thatwhich asconcept is contained and is thought intheknowledge ofthe object, 
is always rightly denied. But since the opposite of the concept would contradict 
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the object, the concept must necessarily be affirmed of it. 12 He continues: The 

principle of contradiction must therefore be recognized as being the universal 
and completely sufficient principle of all analytic knowledge," 

The same point is emphasized by Kant in the Prolegomena. Kant says, 

All analytical judgments depend wholly on the law of contradiction.... The predicate 

of an affirmative analytical judgment is already contained in the concept of the 

subject, of which it cannot be denied without contradiction. 14 

What all these remarks of Kant suggest is that a judgment is analytic ifand only if 

its denial is self contradictory, or, to put it in a different way, an analytic judgment 

is that which has a 'self contradictory contradictory'. A synthetic judgment, on 

the other hand, is that the denial of which is not self contradictory. Although no 

synthetic judgment can violate the law of contradiction, it is not, like an analytic 

judgment, guaranteed by that law alone. Let us now once again turn to Kant's 

own examples for illustration. 'All bodies are extended' is an analytic judgment 

for the denial of the predicate-concept, 'being extended' to the 

subject-concept 'being a body' would be self contradictory, i.e. the judgment in 

question has a 'self-contradictory contradictory' ..All bodies are heavy', on the 

other hand, is a synthetic judgment because its denial or contradictory does not 

result in a self contradiction. Since in an analytic judgment the predicate-concept 

can be extracted out of the subject-concept merely by conceptual analysis, no ap

peal to experience is required for determining the truth of the judgment. All ana

lytic judgments, therefore, are a priori. 

We conclude our exposition of Kant's notion of analytic judgment with reference 

to judgments like 'all bodies are bodies' or, more generally, of the form 'a is a'. 

Such judgments are elsewhere admitted by Kant in the Critique (B 16) to be 

analytic. Although they do not satisfy his containment-criterion of analyticity, they 

satisfy his alternative criterion of analyticity, the contradiction-criterion. In such cases 

the predicate-concepts are not contained in their subject-concepts but are identi

cal with their subject-concepts, not just contained in them. In the Fortschritte Kant 

makes a distinction between identical and analytic judgments on the ground that 

analytic judgments serve for the explanation of concepts, but identical judgment 

do not. To quote Kant: 

Judgments are identical if their predicates only represent clearly (explicite) what 
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rwas thought obscurely (implicite) in the concept of the subject, e.g. 'all bodies are 

extended'. Were we to call such judgments identical, only confusion would result. 

IFor identical propositions contribute nothing to the clearness of the concept, at which 

levery judgment must aim, and are therefore called empty. Analytic judgments are 

indeed based upon identity and can be resolved into it, but they are not identical. 

For they demand analysis and serve for the explanation of concepts. In identical 

judgments, on the other hand, idem is defined per idem, and nothing at all is 

explained. IS 

In his Logic (£ 37) Kant, however, treats identical judgments as analytic judgments, 

although he continues to maintain the distinction between the former and the latter 

type of judgment. He says: 

The identity of concepts in analytic judgment can be either explicit or non-ex

plicit. Analytic propositions of the first sort are tautological. Tautological propo

sitions are virtually empty or fruitless; for they are without use or employment. 

Such, e.g. is the tautological proposition "Man is man". Implicit identical proposi

tions are, however, not fruitless; for they make clear by explication the predicate 

which lies implicit in the concept of the subject. 16 

For example, Kant would classify 'all extended bodies are extended bodies' as 

well as 'all bodies are extended' as analytic, although the former is non-explica

tive. So from the above discussion it follows that, according to Kant, there are 

two types ofanalytic judgment-implicit and explicit. The former is tautological, while 

the latter is non-tautological. Tautological judgments, according to Kant, are a sub 

class of the class of analytic judgments. 

II 

So far we have given an exposition of the Kantian notion of analytic judgment. It 

is time now to consider some standard objections to the Kantian notion of analyticity. 

Against Kant's definition of an analytic judgment in terms ofconceptual containment 

Quine's criticisms in his 'Two Dogmas of Empiricism"? are as follows: 

1)It limits itself to statements of the subject -predicate form. 

2)lt makes use of a notion of containment which is left at a metaphorical level. 

Korner" in his book Kant also criticizes Kant's definition in terms of containment 

on the same grounds as Quine's. Are these objections tenable? We think not. We 

start with the second objection. 
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Quine does not explain why Kant's definition ofanalyticity is metaphorical. Usually 

when we say one thing is contained in another thing (say, containment ofone box 

in another) we mean spatial or physical containment. Kant speaks of the predicate

concept being contained in the subject-concept in an analytic judgment. Korner's 

reasoning, it seems, is that the notion of physical containment is primary and the 

notion of conceptual containment involved in Kant's definition of an analytic 

judgment is constructed after the notion of physical containment. Kant is, therefore, 

guilty of the charge of giving a definition of an analytic judgment in metaphorical 

terms. 

ln response to the above objection we may say, following Lucey and R. K. Gupta, 

that there is no criterion for determining that a particular use of the word 'contain', 

among its uses in numerous contexts, is primary and its uses in the other contexts 

is metaphorical. Therefore, the objection that Kant has used the word 'contain' 

metaphorically in his definition of analytic judgment does not appear to be tenable. 

This point can be elaborated a Iittle further. 

There are various contexts in which the term 'contain' is used. It is used, as we 

have seen, in physical context (e.g. containment of one box in another) as well as 

in conceptual context (e.g. containment of the predicate concept in the subject 

concept). Among its variety of uses in the other contexts, Lucey draws our attention 

to the following four contexts: 

1) "Temporal context: e.g., the month of February usually contains twenty eight 

days. 

2) Mathematical context: e.g., the series of natural numbers contains an 

infinite number of odd numbers. 

3) Set-theoretic context: e.g., the set of all philosophers that ever lived contains 

Plato, Aristotle, Kant, and numerous others. 

4) Auditory context: e.g., the closing bars of this symphony contain a subtle 

variation of the work's overall theme. "19 

Lucey holds that the term as used in all these contexts has the same meaning, 

namely 'to exist as fixed limits for'. What merely varies from context to context 

is the kind of limit being referred to, one could have said, 'the kind of objects being 

referred to '." Gupta" shares the view of Lucey in holding that the same common 

idea of 'being or having certain fixed limits' is expressed by the uses of the word 
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'contain' in different contexts. It does not show that the term as used in one or 

more of the contexts is primary and as used in the remainder of these contexts is 

metaphorical.
 

Gupta further argues that a lexical survey of the meanings of the term 'contain'
 

and the terms which are related to it, e.g. include, comprehend, comprise etc., also
 

do not justify the claim that its use in one or more contexts is primary and in the 

other contexts metaphorical. The term 'contain' and its cognate terms express the 

idea of ,being or having within certain fixed limits'. So Gupta says, 

... there is, no case for saying that the term 'contain' as used in all the various 

contexts in which it can be used is primary and as used in the other of these 

contexts is metaphorical, and consequently no case for Quine's and Komer's con

tention that Kant's definition of an analytic proposition in terms of containment is 

metaphorical." 

We may further point out that both Quine and Komer, while bringing the charge 

ofKant's definition being metaphorical, completely ignored his alternative criterion, 

namely, the contradiction-criterion. Ifwe accept Kant's contradiction-criterion, the 

objection simply does not arise because in Kant's formulation of this criterion the 

expression 'contain' does not occur at all. 

Let us now tum to the objection that Kant's definition of analytic judgment in terms 

of conceptual containment is too narrow, for it applies only to judgments of the 

subject-predicate form. The objection spelled out means that Kant's view is based 

upon a faulty assumption, namely, that all judgments must be logically of the sub

ject-predicate form. Here Kant has committed a logical blunder because, accord

ing to modem logic, there are many types ofjudgment, e.g. hypothetical, disjunc

tive, relational, existential, which are not of the subject-predicate form. And to such 

judgments Kant's containment criterion does not apply. 

Our reply to this objection is as follows: It is true that when Kant introduces the 

distinction between analytic and synthetic judgments, he refers only to judgments 

which are of the subject-predicate form, i.e. categorical judgments, and he con

siders only affirmative categorical judgments. But his intention is not to keep the 

distinction confined only to such judgments. He draws the distinction by reference 

to such type of judgments only for the sake of simplicity. Categorical affirmative 

judgments are the simplest kind of judgment. But he expects that once the princi

ple of the distinction is grasped, it is possible to apply the distinction to other types 
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ofjudgments. Of course, in that case one would have to modify the definition of 

analytic and synthetic judgments before its application toother kinds ofjudgment. 
So, here Kant's definition is provisional, not final. The very opening sentence of 

section IV of the introduction to the Critique" suggests Kant's readiness to modify 

his definition of analyticity and syntheticity according to need. And he leaves the 

task of modification of the definition for its application to the other types of judg

ments, i.e. hypothetical, disjunctive, negative etc., to the sagacity of the readers. 

Furthermore, that Kant was aware of the fact that not all judgments are of the 

subject-predicate form becomes quite clear in his discussion of the ontological proof 

where he himself says that 'every reasonable person' must admit that all existen

tial propositions are synthetic." Let us take the judgment 'God exists'. This judg

ment can be translated into the subject-predicate form thus: God is existent. Al

though this judgment is grammatically of the subject-predicate form, Kant would 

not regard it as being logically of the subject-predicate form because 'being or 

existence is obviously', according to him, 'not a real predicate"." This judgment, 

for him, is an existential judgment. It thus appears that the restricted way in which 

Kant first introduces the distinction is not to be taken too seriously. 

It seems to us that, in bringing the charge of too restrictiveness against Kant's 

definition of analyticity, both Quine and Komer have overlooked his contradiction

criterion. If we accept Kant's contradiction-criterion it is quite clear that it could 

be applied to determine whether any type ofjudgment, be it categorical, hypothetical, 

disjunctive, or existential, is analytic or not. 

In order to obviate the charge of too restrictiveness against Kant's definition of 

analyticity, Korner suggests the following reconstruction of the Kantian distinction 

between analytic and snythetic judgments: 

A judgment is analytic if, and only if, its denial would be a contradiction in terms 

or, what amounts to the same, if it is logically necessary or, again in other words, 

ifits negation is logically impossible." 

Now the question arises: Is the suggested reconstruction of Kant's distinction at 

all necessary? Has not Kant given the contradiction-criterion, according to which 

a judgment is analytic if its denial is self-contradictory? Is the reconstruction sug

gested by Korner, in any way, fundamentally different from Kant's contradiction

criterion? It is indeed surprising, how Korner could overlook the passages in the 
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Critique as well as in the Prolegomena where Kant very clearly states his con

tradiction-criterion. So, I think that the objection to Kant's definition being too re

strictive can be answered from the Kantian standpoint itself if we accept his con

tradiction-criterion. 

Quine thinks that Kant's attempt to define an analytic truth "as one whose denial 

results in contradiction" fares no better. Quine says: "This definition has small 

explanatory value; for the notion of selfcontradictoriness, in the quite broad sense 

needed for this definition of analyticity, stands in exactly the same need of clarifi

cation as does the notion of analyticity itself. The two notions are the two sides of 

a single dubious coin.'?' This point needs elucidation. 

Quine's point is that the notion of self-contradictoriness is unclear like the notion 

of analyticity itself. The notion of self-contradictionness is unclear for ultimately it 

involves an appeal to the notion of synonymy i.e. identity or sameness of meaning, 

and the notion of synonymy is unclear. This point can be made clear with the help 

of an example. According to Kant, the judgment "all bachelors are unmarried" is 

analytic because its denial results in a self-contradiction. A self-contradiction, as 

any student of logic knows, is of the form p. ~p. Now the denial of'all bachelors 

are unmarried' is 'some bachelors are not unmarried". Now this judgment is cer

tainly not of the form 'p, -p'. Quine argued that in order to show the self

contradictoriness of 'some bachelors are not unmarried', we have to appeal to the 

law of synonymy and put 'unmarried man' in place of 'bachelor', for these two 

expressions are synonymous. By using the techniques of symbolic logic we can 

show how the denial of 'all bachelors are unmarried', i.e. 'some bachelors are not 

unmarried', leads to self-contradiction. 

Substituting 'unmarried man' for 'bachelor' (as they are synonymous) in 'some 

bachelors are not unmarried,' we have 'some unmarried men are not unmarried.' 

Symbolically: 

(:Jx) (Ux. Mx. ~ Ux) [Ux : x is unmarried, Mx : x is a man) 

That it is self-contradictory could be demonstrated thus: 

I. (:Jx) (Ux. Mx. ~ Ux) 

2. Ua. Ma. ~Ua 1, by E. 1. 

3. Ua 2, Simp. 
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4. ~Ua 3,Simp. 

5. Ua.~Ua 2, 3 Conj. 

This is of the form p.~p.
 

Quine's point, then, is that in order to show that the denial of a statement is self


contradictory, we have to appeal to the notion of synonymy and he argues persua


sively to show that no satisfactory account of synonymy can be given. Therefore,
 

analyticity cannot satisfactorily be defined by reference to the notion of self


contradictoriness. It is time now to make some comments on Quine's objection to
 

Kant's contradiction criterion.
 

When Quine says that the notion of self-contradictoriness is not clear he certainly
 

does not mean to say that it is as senseless as 'abracadabra'. What he means, I
 

presume, is that it is not adequately or sufficiently clear. But the question is : How
 

much clear should a notion be as to be considered adequately clear? And, unfor


tunately, Quine has not been able to offer us any satisfactory criterion for deter


mining whether a notion is adequately clear or not.
 

Quine distinguishes between two classes of analytic statements. There are, first,
 

those which are logical truths such as 'No unmarried man is married'; these are
 

statements which are true and which remain true under all reinterpretations of their
 

components other than the logical particles. Secondly, there are those, such as "No
 

bachelor is married", which can be turned into logical truths by substituting syno


nyms for synonyms. Quine says, "We still lack a proper characterization of this
 

second class of analytic statements and therewith of analyticity generally in as much
 

as we have to lean on the notion of synonymy which is no less in need of clarifi


cation than analyticity itself.'?" Quine does not think that there is any unclarity
 

about the notion of logical truth. The reason is that in such cases there is no need
 

to appeal to the notion of synonymy or sameness of meaning. Quine's basic urge,
 

it must be noted, is to do without meanings, so as not to introduce unnecessary
 

entities into our ontology.
 

Now it seems to us that analytic truths of the first type, which Quine calls logical
 

truths, are not fundamentally different from what Kant calls explicit analytic judg


ments. If so, the denials of such statements, Quine has to admit, are self--contra


dictory because syntactically they are of the form 'p. ~p'. So the notion of self


contradictoriness is not as unintelligible as Quine thinks it to be. And in that case
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Quine's objection to Kant's definition of analyticity loses, to some extent, its force. 

Moreover, Quine's arguments against analyticity militate against his own charac

terization of logical truths. (x) (Fx --t Fx) is a logical truth. Since 'all banks are 

banks' is of the above form it has to be regarded as a logical truth. 'All banks are 

banks' is a logical truth only if the first occurrence of 'bank' is synonymous with 

the second occurrence of 'bank'. It will be false if the first occurrence of 'bank' 

refers to a river bank and the second occurrence of 'bank' is taken to mean a 

financial institution. Thus the notion oflogical truth presupposes synonymy. So 'if 

Quine's attack on the notion of synonymy is successful, his own definition oflogical 

truth will be jeopardized. '29 
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SPIRITUALITY OFCLASSICAL INDIAN PHILOSOPHY: 

A CRITIQUE OF DAYA KRISHNA 

BHUPENDRA CHANDRADAS 

Professor Daya Krishna is an eminent and internationally recognized 

contemporary philosopher of India. In his Book "Indian Philosophy: A Counter 

Perspective' he has challenged many traditional concepts, by which we want to 

understand different systems of Indian philosophy. 'Spirituality' is one of such 

concepts. In my present paper I intend to give a critical estimate of the charges 

of Daya Krishna against the spirituality of Indian Philosophy. 

The meaning of philosophy is 'Love of Knowledge'. Philosophy attempts 

to know the real nature of man, end of this life, the nature of this world in which 

he lives, creator of this world. if there is any. Man wants to know the proper way 

of living in the light of his knowledge of himself, the world and God. These are 

some of the many problems which was existing in the human mind from the very 

dawn of civilization. It deals with problems of nature. 

The aim of philosophy is to acquire the knowledge oftruth which is cal1ed 

'the vision of truth' (satya dars' ana ). Almost every Indian school attempts to 

have a direct realization oftruth (Satya or tattva dars' ana ). A man of realization 

becomes free; one who lacks it is entangled in the world. I 

Indian philosophy deals with the different problems of Ethics, Metaphysics, 

Logic, Epistemology, Psychology but it does not explicate those separately, while 

Western philosophy explain these separately. Every problem is explained by Indian 

philosophy from all possible approaches, like ethical, metaphysical, logical, 

psychological, epistemological. This trend (tendency) has been cal1ed by some 

scholars, like S'ri B.N. Seal, the synthetic outlook ofIndian philosophy. 

The schools or systems of Indian philosophy has been divided into two 

main classes, such as, orthodox (o.stika) and heterodox (no.stika). The first group 

belongs to the six chief philosophical systems which are popularly called 

Sa~ dars'ana , i.e., Nyaya , Vais'e sika , Sarnkhya , Yoga, MTmamsa and 
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Vedanta These are regarded as orthodox or astika because they accept the 

authority of the Vedas, but not because they believe in God. The Sarhkhya and 

the Mimdmsd do not believe in God as the creator of the world, though they 

believe in the authority of the Vedas. The schools of materialists, i.e., the Ciirvdkas 

the Baudhas and the Jainas are the three who belong to the other class of heterodox 

(niislika) systems. They are heterodox because they do not believe in the authority 

of the Vedas. 

Reading the place of the Vedas in the evolution of Indian thought, it can 

be available records or Indian literature. Subsequent Indian thought, particularly 

philosophical speculation is generally influenced by the Vedas. The Mlmari1sa and 

the Vedanta may be considered as the direct continuation of the Vedic tradition. 

The Vedic tradition is possessed two aspects-ritualistic (karma) and speculative 

or cognitive ( Jiiiina ). 

The Mirn am sa emphasized the ritualistic aspect and developed a 

phi losophy to justify and help the continuation of the Vedic rites and rituals. The 

Vedanta emphasized the speculative aspects of the Vedas. It evolved a detailed 

philosophy from the Vedic speculation. The ordinary human experience and their 

reasoning are the basis of the theories advocated by the Nyaya , Vais/e~ika, 

Sarnkhya and Yoga. Their theories are quite in harmony with the Vedas and they 

do not challenge the authority of the Vedas. The Carvaka . Bauddha and the Jaina 

spring from the opposition of the Vedic tradition. They challenge the authority of 

the Vedas. 

The answers to the philosophical questions like, 'Where have we come 

from?', What is the ultimate cause of the world? Does God Exist? What is the 

nature of God? cannot be given on the basis of observation. The philosopher must 

apply his imagination and reason and find out the answers related to the truths 

already established by experience. Philosophy advances from the known to the 

unknown. The basis of philosophy is experience and the chief tool used is reason. 

According to some philosophers, philosophy should depend on ordinary, normal ex

perience, that is, on truths discovered and supported by men in general and or by 

scientists. The modern European thinkers accept this view. In India this view is 

accepted by the Nyaya , the Vais'esika the Sarnkhya and the Jains also mostly 

accept this view. 
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On the contrary, there are scholars who say that regarding some matters, 

e.g., God, the state of spiritual liberation etc; we cannot generate any proper idea 

from ordinary experience. Philosophy must depend for these ideas on the experience 

of those few saints, seers or prophets who have direct realization (sak s dtkiira 

or dars' ana) of such things. This realization is nothing but spiritual realization. 

In the senses of philosophy quoted above we can say that Indian philosophy 

is spiritual. 

The word 'spiritual' comes from the word 'spirit'. What is meant by the 

word 'sprit'? 'Spirit' is a concept broadly associated with concepts of the ideal of 

consciousness, the non-material entity, as distinguished from the material one; in 

the more restricted sense, synonymous with the concept of thought.' 

Though the different schools of Indian philosophy present a diversity of 

views, we can realize even in them the unity of an Indian culture. We may briefly 

describe this unity as the unity of moral and spiritual outlook. 

The most important and fundamental point of agreement is that all the 

systems regard philosophy as a practical necessity and exercise it to understand 

how life can be best led. The objective of philosophical knowledge (wisdom) is 

not only the satisfaction of intellectual curiosity but mainly an enlightened life led 

with far-sight, foresight and insight. Therefore, it is a general custom of an Indian 

philosopher or writer attempts to explain, at the beginning of his work how it serves 

human ends (puru~arthas) including ultimate end (parama puru~artha). 

Philosophy springs from spritual Disquet at the existing order of things 

The practical motive prevails in Indian philosophy and its reason is the fact 

that every system, provedic or anti-vedic is moved to speculation by a spiritual 

disquiet at the sight of the evils that cast a gloom over life in this world and it 

wants to understand the source of these evils and incidentally the nature of the 

universe and the meaning of human life, in order to find out some means for 

completely overcoming of life's miseries. The removal of spiritual disquiet or the 

overcomming of life's miseries is possible only through the spiritual means precribled 

by all the systems of Indian philosophy except the Carvaka and it indicates that 

the spirituality is one of the characteristics ofIndian philosophy. 
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II
 

Now we turn to a few points of critical remarks presented by Professor 

Daya Krishna, against the spirituality of classical Indian philosophy. Firstly we shall 

present his view and then the remarks on the basis of it. In his article" Three 

Myths about Indian Philosophy" Prof. Daya Krishna raise doubts about the three 

ideas related to three main characteristics of classical Indian Philosophy, i.e., the 

idea of spirituality (myth of spirituality, according to Daya Krishna), the idea of 

authority (myth of authority, according to Daya Krishna) and the idea of so-cal led 

schools of Indian philosophy (myth of socalled schools of Indian philosophy, 

according to Daya Krishna). Here my paper is concerned with the first, i.e., the 

idea of spirituality only. According to him, the three ideas quoted above are treated 

as indubitable facts in Indian philosophy. These are supposed to be so self evident 

to the supporters of these claims and to the opponents both that to doubt them is 

to doubt the very concept of Indian philosophy. 

Daya Krishna holds that there are many self-evident claims about Indian 

philosophy. The first claim is the claim of spirituality. Generally, we know that 

Indian philosophy is spiritual in character. According to him, if we begin to doubt 

the claim and examine it, we will find that it is wrong and mythical, He attempts 

to show that the claim of spirituality of Indian philosophy is completely erroneous 

in the following way: 

Ontologically the term' spiritual' is associated with the nature of ultimate 

real ity defined as sprint. Its special feature lies in the assertion of the primacy of 

consciousness. Spirit is opposed to matter which is inert and unconscious in nature. 

Spiritualist metaphysics implies that spirit alone is real and what appears as matter 

is only appearance, something illusory, something unreal. 

Viewed in this perspective, Indian philosophy can hardly be characterized 

as spiritual. It is certainly true that most of the Indian philosophers recognize the 

ultimate reality of spirit in some form or other. Again, most of the other Indian 

philosophers recognize the ultimate reality of matter in some form or other. The 

Carvakas the Jainas, the Vaise s ika and the Sarnkhya philosophers recognize 

matter very openly. The Naiyayikas are supposed to accept the Vais'e~ika 

metaphysics. They believe in the ontological real ity of soul but then they deny to it 

the essential characteristic of consciousness, which alone differentiates it from 
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matter. According to the Naiyayikas, consciousness is not an inalienable quality 

of the soul but rather a quality which arises in it when a collection of circumstances 

accidentally comes to pass. Thus the Naiyayika comes closer to the classic 

position of materialism. 

There remain the Buddhists, the Mimarnsakas . the Veddntins and the 

followers of the Yoga. Among these, the Mimarnsakas accept the metaphysical 

reality of all the substances admitted by the Nyaya - Vais' e~ika thinkers and some 

other ones of their own, namely, heaven, hell, deities whom sacrifices to be 

performed, according to Vedic commandments. 

With regard to the Buddhist. their fundamental denial is of substantiality, 

whether it be that of spirit or matter. In fact, two of the traditional schools of 

Buddhism, i.e., Sautrantika School (Indirect Realism) and Vaibha ~ika School 

(Direct Realism) assert the reality of the external world but deny its substantiality. 

According to Yogacaras , external objects are unreal but the mind (Cit/a) 

cannot be regarded as unreal. That is to say, the Yogacaras speak of the ideality 

or mentality of whatsoever exists. 

The Mlmarhsakas, like the Advaita Vedantins of later date, accept the 

phenomenal reality and deny the ultimate reality of anything. 

Vedanta, of course, is not only S'ankara Vedanta. We can mention the 

name of Madhva who is a dualist. He regards that matter or prak~' ti is an eternal, 

an independent principle in its own right. He and his followers call themselves 

Vedantins 

Again Ramanuja believes in the ultimate distinction in the nature of matter 

from God. Matter has no independent reality, it is subordinate to God. 

According to S'ankara . assertion of anything regarding ultimate reality is 

the surest sign of its ultimate unreality. 

Thus matter is not unreal for Vedanta. Rarnanuja and Madhva, the 

two major schools regard matter as ultimately real. 

Daya Krishna advocates that the Yoga school should not be counted among 

the traditional school of Indian phi losophy because there is no proper reason for it, 

as it is entirely a system of practice and it has no distinctive philosophical views of 
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its own except the Sarnkhya view of the independent reality of prak~ ti .
 

Thus Prof. Daya Krishna points out that we see the almost universal 

acceptance of the ontic reality of matter among the various schools of Indian 

philosophy. 

In this way, he concludes that the characterization of Indian philosophy as 

'spritual' is completely erroneous. 

Again, he admits that ethics or morality (morals) is the only other context 

in which the Indian philosophy may be regarded as spiritual. Spiritual salvation is 

regarded as the highest goal of individual effort, according Indian thought. But he 

avers that it is generalized feature of traditional Indian culture as a whole. Philosophy, 

as it were, only accepts this goal which culture in general had set tor the individual. 

But liberation (mok _ya) was not accepted as a distinctive separate goal 

before it was set as a goal for the individual by the traditional Indian culture as a 

whole. 

The early formulations of the goals of human seeking are three, such as, 

dharma, artha and kama. Dharma may be roughly described as the realms of 

law or the prescribed rule. Klima is the realms (domain) of the things desired. 

Artha is the instrumentalities of their (dharma and kama) realization. 

The introduction of a fourth goal (salvation) was not so much the result 

of philosophical spececulation. But there were certain trends of it which were 

already present in religious atmosphere ofIndia. The socalled S'ramana Tradition 

of the Sarnkhya , the Bauddha and the Jaina, is the root-source of the ideal of 

mok ~a in the orthodox Vedic tradition of India. At the time of their origin these 

traditions were primarily religious and their importance by rather in the spritual 

exploration of man, than in philosophical speculation. However, in course of their 

evolution, they produced philosophical thinkers who articulated and argued for the 

theoretic and conceptual position of the orighnal religious founders of their traditions. 

The ideal of mok -~. a was, thus, a later incorponation from the non-Vedic 

religious and spiritual traditions of India. The Philosophers, now as then, defined 

and redefined, pointed out the difficulties of the concept and attempted to meet 

these difficulties. But in the initial discovery of the concept and attempted to meet 

these difficulties. But in the initial discovery of the concept they were not initiators 
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or innovators, but only followers who worked and reworked what they had taken 

over, or what had been handed down to them. 

Daya Krishna opines that the addition of mok sa as the fourth and final 

end and striving was not a fulfillment of the original three, but ultimately their denial 

or negation.' 

III 

Now we shall try to meet the above objections against the spirituality of 

Indian philosophy. At first, Daya Krishna states that the Carvakas- the Jainas, the 

Vais' e ~ ikas and the Sarnkhyans recognize matter very openly. 

In response to the view that the Jainas recognize matter openly, we can 

say that the Jainas recognize conscious spirit also. The Jainas hold that the whole 

universe is brought under the two everlasting uncreated, eternal and co-existing 

categories which are J/va and Ajlva . Jiva means the conscious spirit and 

ajlva means the unconscious non-spirit. 

With regard to the Nyaya- Vais'e~ika, we can state that the Naiyayikas 

mostly accept Vais'e ~ika metaphysics. Though consciousness is not an inalienable 

quality of the soul after the Naiyayikas , the Nydya - Vais'e~ika adoptthe realistic 

view of the soul. According to them, the soul is a unique substance, to which all 

cognitions, feelings and conations belong as its attributes. The soul is an eternal 

and all-pervading substance which is the substratum of the phenomena of 

consciousness. So in this sense we can say that the Naiyayika also comes closer 

to the classic position of spiritualism. Because, we have already stated that the 

word 'spiritual' comes from the word 'spirit' which is a concept broadly associated 

with concepts of the ideal of consciousness, the non-material entity, as distinguished 

from material one. 

According to the Buddhists, life is an unbroken stream of successive states 

which are causally connected, thus the conception of soul is an unbroken stream 

of consciousness. 

According to Advaita Vedanta of S' ankara, ultimate reality is nothing but 

pure consciousness. 

The monism of Ramanuja is known as Vis'i stadvaita which means the 
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unity (advaila) of Brahman possessed (Vis' i ~ fa) ofreal parts (the conscious and 

the unconscious), that is within the all-inclusive God (Brahman) there are both 

unconscious matter (acit) and the finite conscious sprit (cit). So altimate reality is 

not possessed ofonly unconscious matter but also conscious spirit which are included 

in Brahman. So its consciousness also should be taken into consideration. 

To Prof Daya Krishna the Yoga may not appear to be counted among the 

traditional schools of Indian philosophy because there is little reason to do so, as it 

is entirely a system of practice. 

In reply to this charge, we can assert that both from a theoretical and a 

practical standpoint, it occupies a better position than the Sarnkhya in so far as it 

admits the existence of god and relies mostly on actual experiences to carry 

conviction to its followers. What is necessary for an appreciation for this philoso

phy is a sympathetic understanding of it and a sincere endeavor to realize it. We 

find one such appreciation of it by Miss costar when she says, "I am certain that 

there is a region beyond that pointed drop-scene which forms for so many the 

boundary of this Iife; and that it is penetrable and susceptible of exploration by 

those who are sufficiently determined.?' 

According to S'uddhadvaitavada ofVallabha, Brahman, the ultimate reality 

is pure consciousness and it is quite identical with individual self (jlva ) and the 

world. Thus S' ankara, Rarnanuja and Vallabha, the three major schools regard 

conscious spirit as ultimately real. 

In this way we see the universal acceptance of the ontic reality of spirit 

among the most schools (almost all the schools except the Carvaka) of Indian 

philosophy. Conscious spirit is accepted as ultimate reality by more schools ofIndian 

philosophy than the schools who accept matter as ultimate reality. So we can 

certainly state that Indian philosophy is spiritual in character. 

With respect to spiritual salvation in Indian ethics, Daya Krishna advocates 

that it is a generalized feature oftraditional Indian culture as a whole. Philosophy, 

as it were, only accepts this goal which culture in general had set for the individual. 

It articulates, defines, redefines the goal in a clearer or more conscious manner. 

Rut in the initial discovery of the concept the philosophers, now as then (i.e the 

period of Buddhism, Jainism and Sarnkhya), were not initiators or innovators, but 

only followers who worked and reworked what they had taken over, or what had 
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been handed down to them. 

In response to this objection, we can mention that the concept of spiritual 

liberation is a common view realized by all the Indian philosophers of all the systems 

(except the Carvaka). Perhaps it can be stated that all the philosophers now were 

not only followers who worked and reworked what they had taken over, or what 

had been handed down to them, but some philosophers although a little in member, 

might take the role of initiator or innovators in the case of discovery of new 

approach leading to the concept. 

Again, according to Daya Krishna, mok sa was not a fulfillment of the 

original three Puru~arthas, i.e., dharma, artha and kama but they are ultimately 

their denial or negation. 

But dharma is the foundation or basis of the development of spiritual life 

which leads to mok ~a and artha, according to Daya Krishna, is the 

instrumentalities of dharma and kama. So how can mok ~a be ultimately denial 

or negation of dharma, artha and kama? 

There is another reason for which Indian philosophy can be characterized 

as spiritual. Indian philosophy has often been criticized as pessimistic. But pessimism 

in Indian philosophy is initial, not final. The outlook which prevents the mind from 

ending in despair and guarantees its final optimism is what may be described as 

spiritualism, according to William James. He says, "Spiritualism means the 

affirmation of an eternal moral order and letting loose of hope." "This need of an 

eternal moral order is one of the deepest needs of our breast. And those poets, 

like Dante and Wordsworth, who live on the conviction of such an order, owe to 

that fact the extraordinary tonic and consoling power of their verse."? The firm 

faith in "an eternal moral order" dominates the entire history ofIndian philosophy 

(except the Carvaka materialists). It is the common atmosphere offaith in which 

all these systems, Vedic and non-Vedic, theistic and atheistic, move and breathe. 

The faith in an order-a law that makes for regularity and righteousness and works 

in the Gods, the heavenly bodies and all creatures pervades the poetic imagination 

of the seers of ~g-Veda which calls the in violable monal order I!-ta.6 This idea 

gradually shapes itself (i) into the Mlmamsa conception of apurva, the law that 

guarantees the future enjoyment of the fruits of rituals performed now. (ii) the same 
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idea gradually shapes into the Nyaya - Vais'e~ika theory of ud':'~'fa, the unseen 

principle which control even over the material atoms and brings about objects and 

events in accordance with moral principles. (iii) Again that idea gradually shapes 

into the general coneption ofAarma. which is accepted by all Indian systems. The 

law of Karma in its different aspects may be regarded as the law of the 

conservation of moral values. merits and demerits of actions. This law of 

conservation means that there is no loss or the effect of work done ( k Z· taprands' a) 

and that there is no happening of events to a person except as the result of his 

own work ( ak ': tabhyupagana { The law of karmass accepted by the six orthodox 

schools, and the Jainas and the Bauddhas. 

Thus we can conclude that Indian philosophy is certainly spiritual in nature 

because there are much more grounds for characterizing it as spiritual than the 

grounds shown by Daya Krishna which led him to conclude that the characterization 

ofIndian philosophy as 'spiritual' is completely erroneous. 

Therefore, in this sense of spiritual ism (affirmation of eternal moral order 

or Rfa) we can surely state that all the systems of Indian philosophy (except the 

Carvaka ) are spiritual oecause they accept this meaning (or the law of Karma) 

and do their philosophical speculations accordingly. 
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ON DIAGRAM LOGIC 

KALIPADA MAlTY 

Logic is mainly concerned with the concept of validity and invalidity which 

are formal notions. Diagrams were used in our reasoning as a heuristic tool. Several 

formal languages of diagram have been developed in this respect. The logic of 

diagrams has a long history. The diagram evolved in hands of John Henry Lambert, 

Leonard Euler, John VC:~:i, Charles Sanderd Peirce. Sun Joo Shin, J. Howse, F. 

Molina, Gem Stapleton etc. 

In The Logical Status ofDiagram, 1994 Sun-Joo-Shin develops a formal 

logic of Venn diagram called Venn-I. The intuition behind testing validity of a 

syllogism by Venn-diagram is that, a syllogism will be valid if we can read off the 

diagram drawn for the conclusion from the diagram drawn for the premises, 

otherwise it will be invalid. We can read off a diagram D from D' if and only if 

(ijJ)D is a part of D' (or D' contains D). To develop a formal system of diagram 

we need to introduce syntax (for getting wfJd) and semantics (for representing 

premises and conclusion) and transformation rule (for manipulating diagram). 

Euler diagram represents proposition intuitively. I So there is no distinction between 

syntax and semantics. Venn? and Peirce' also fail to maintain a clear distinction 

between the two. None of Euler and Vennthought of the transformation rules about 

diagram. There is no scope for transformation rule in Euler's system. Pierce was 

the first person to talk about the transformation rules about the diagram but his 

system was not complete. To formalize Venn-I Shin introduces syntax, semantics 

and transformation rule for the language as follows. She also gives a proof for the 

completeness of the system.' 

Syntax' 

Shin accepts the following sequence of diagrammatic objects as primitive 

objects to construct her language. They are atomic symbols and distinct from each 

other. 

Primitive Objects 
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Diagrammatic Object Name 

o Closed curve 

Rectangle 

Shading 

Cross 

Line 

Talking about the diagrams 

The letters'A', 'B'. 'C' ... are used to mention the part of the diagram. They 

are not part of the language of this system. They are used to mention diagrams, 

rectangle, closed-curves. (meta language) 

To mention shading and 'X'- sequence of a diagram Shin introduced the 

notion of region (RG), any enclosed area in a diagram, basic region (BRG), a 

region enclosed by a rectangle or by a closed-curve. Minimal region (MRG) is 

a region within which no other region is included. Any shading or any 'X' sequence 

of any diagram (at least any interesting diagram) is in some region. To avoid 

ambiguity she suggested to refer any shading or any 'X' - sequence of any diagram 

in terms of the name of the smallest region in which they are located. 

Counterpart relation (CP) 

Shin defines the notion of counterpart relation to express whether different 

tokens of the same symbol (closed curve or rectangle) represent the same set or 

not. Suppose 01' D
2 

..... D 
n 

are the given diagram, a counter part relation (let us 

call it set CP) be an equivalence relation on the set of basic regions of Dr .... ,D , 
n 

satisfying the following: 

1 if <A.B ) ECP, the both A and B are either closed curves or rectangles 
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2 if (A.B ) E Cp' then either A is identical to B or A and B are in different dia

grams. 

The extended relation of Cp' that is Cl'> on the set of regions (RG) of 

well formed diagrams (wfds) is the smallest set satisfying the following: 

I. If (A.B ) E ct: then (A.B ) E CP 

Suppose that (A.B ) E CP and (C,D ) E CP 

2. If A+C ERG and B+D ERG, then ( A+C,B+D ) E CP.( A and C Band 

D) E Cp,( A-C, B-D ) E CP and ( C-A, D-B ) E CP; where '+' is union or con

junction '-' is difference or subtraction and 'and' is intersection. 

Well formed diagram 

The set of well-formed diagrams say, D, is the smallest set satisfying the 
following rule: 

1. Any unique rectangle drawn in a plane is in set 7J. 

2. If 0 is in 7J, and if D results by adding a closed curve interior to the rectangle 

of 0 satisfying the Partial-overlapping rule* and The Avoid- ® rule*, then 

D' is in set 7J. 

Partial-overlapping rule: A new closed curve introduced into a given diagram 

should overlap a proper part of every existent non-rectangle minimal region of 

the diagram once and only once. 

Avoid ® rule: A new closed curve introduced into a given diagram should avoid 

every ® existing X-sequence-of that diagram. 

3. If 0 is in set 1) , and if 0' results by shading some entire region of 0; then 0' 

is in set 7J. 

4. If 0 is in set 7J, and if 0' results by adding a ® to a minimal region of 0, the 

0' is in set 7J. 

5. If 0 is in set 7J, and if 0' results by connecting existing ® 's by lines (where 

each ® is in different region), then 0' is in set 7J. 

* described subsequently 
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In figure-l there are three examples OfHfd: 

D 
u u 

Figure-l 

The following diagrams are not well formed: 

00
 
Figure - 2 

Semantics" 

Any wfds in this system is meaningless ti II the user of it assigns set to the 

region of it. One diagram might mean different things depending upon how sets 

are assigned to the regions of the diagram. Shin defines three types of set 

assignment: S- set assignment to basic region; S' - set assignment to minimal re

gion and S-set assignment to region. 

Let D be a set of well-formed diagram, BRG = {a basic region of 

010 ED}. MRG = {a minimal region of 010 ED}. RG = {a region of 

010 E Dj. U is a given domain and CP is a given counterpart relation, then 

S:BRG -) P (U), where 

I. If R is a basic region enclosed by a rectangle, S(R) = U 

2. If (A,S) E CP then SeA) = S(B). 

S' : MRG -+ P (U), Where 
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S' (Amr) = (S(A *) (\ (\ S(AI *))-(S(A I-) U U S(A - )), Where 
I K 

A,+, AI+' A," A - are the basic regions of a diagrams such that AI+······· K 

A,+are the basic regions, of which Amr is part, and A,- AK- are the regions, 

of which Amr is not part. 

s: RG ---+ P (U). Where 

S:(A) = Y{S'(Amr) IAmr is a minimal region that is part of A} 

Representing Fact 

There are two kinds of representing facts (infons) in this system. I) If 
region A is shaded in diagram D, the the diagram represents the fact that whatever 

set the set assignment assigns to region A, that set is empty ((Shading, A;l)).2) If 

region A has a X-sequence in a diagram D, then the diagram represents the fact 
that whatever set the set assignment assigns to region A, that set is not empty 

((0",A;1)) . 

To represent a set assignment S satisfying inion a (SI=a) .Shin uses the 

following definition. 

SI= ((Shading, A;l)) iffSA = 0 

SI= ((0", A;l)) iffSA "* 0 

To specify a wid Shin defines the notion of Seq (D) as follows: 

Seq(D) == (SR(D),R shading(D),®"(D») ,where R Shading D is the set of
 

shaded regions ofD.R. 0"(D) is the set of the smallest regions with an X-sequence
 

ofD.
 

Now representing fact ofD ; (RF (d)) will be as follows:
 

RF(D) = {I((Shading .x.l))Ix E R Shading (D) } u {«®" , y;I»!y E R ®" (D)}. 

Now SI= wid DifJV aERF(D)S[= a 

Transformation Rules' 

Before introducing the transformation rules for the system Shin defines 

the notion ofconsequence relation, equivalent diagrams and equivalent representing 
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facts. That helps her to prove that every rule is sound. So the system is sound and 

the system is complete. 

Consequence relation" 

wfd D follows from set of wid Ci (i.e. Cil= D) iff every set assignment that sat

isfies every member of Ci also satisfies D i.e. \is(\iD6~~=D--;~=D)). 

Equivalent diagram" 

Shin defines equivalent diagram in terms of inclusion relation between seq

D. Assume that 01 and 02 are wfd. seql), ~ ,pseqOc it] BR (O)~ cp BR (Dc) 

and R Shading (D 
l
) ~ ,,)R Shading (Oc) and R @11(0)~ cpR @11(0). And 0] ~ 'p 

D)fJ seq 01 ~ ,pseq D2• And 0] equivalent to 02 iff 0] ~ ",Dc and 0c ~ '1,01 

Equivalent representing fact 10 

Equivalent representing fact is being defined in terms of equivalent infons. 
Let XJ and Xc be representing infons then XI =' cpX ttfthe following two conditions c 
are satisfied. 

1) Either X]= ((Shading,A,;1j) and X 
2=((Shading,A2;!j) 

2) \AI,A2} ECp 

Assume that OJ and D2 are wfd. Then we write RF (0]) for the set of 
representing facts of 0] and RF (0) for the representing fact of 02' 

RF(O]) ~'" RF(02) iff \iXERF(01):JYERFI02) (x =' cpY) 

Now RF (D]) =' elF (D2) iff RF (Ol)~ cpRF (0) and RF (Oc) ~ ,,,RF (DJ ... 

Copy of a diagram" 

Shin introduces six transformation rules with the help of the notion of copy 
of a diagram 

Def-l: Let A and B be both closed curves. Then, if B is a copy of A, then 

(regionA, regionB) E CPo 

Def-2: Let OJ and 02 be wfds. If 02 is a copy of DJ, then 

i) Every rectangle and every closed curve of 0] is copied in O2, 
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ii) Every shading in some region of D. is drawn in theCP -related region of'D, 

iii) Every -X-sequence in some region of D is drawn in the CP -related regin of 
1 

», 
iv) 0z has nothing else. 

The counterpart relation is the relation between regions of two diagrams, 
but copy of is the relation between two diagrams, as well as between all 
diagrammatic objects. So every rectangle and closed curve of a diagram has one 
and only one CP related parts in its copy. 

Rules
 

Rule-l The rule of erasure of a diagrammatic abject.
 

We may copy a wfd omitting one of the following diagrammatic objects; 
an entire shading from a minimal region, a whole X-sequence, or a closed curve. 
When a closed curve is erased (i) if a shading remains partially in a minimal region 
then the shading should be erased and (ii) if a X-sequence remains with more than 
one <8l in the same minimal region, then that part of the X-sequence should be 

replaced with one <8l and should be connected with the rest of the X-sequence. 

Example: We can transform diagram d. to d, by this rule as in figure - 3 

2 
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------  - - -----' 

-x
 

• 

Figure - J 

Rule-2 The rule of erasure of part of <Ill .\-.Il'(/IICIlC(' 

We 111:1)' CO[1Y a MId omitting an)' subpart 01';111 X-seqlll'I1L'C if that part is 
in a shaded region. So that the number or X-scLjucncc remain unchanged. If the 09 

in the shaded regius is in the middle or the sequence we should connect the re

maining two part alter erasing the 09. 

Exampe : We can transform diagram d, to d: hut not to d3 in the following ex

amples (tigure-4) by this rule where, (A,A',A") ECP and(B,B',B") ECP and 

(C,C' ,C") ECP. 

.v..
d, 

A'~B" 

~t=1:. 

d. 

Figure-4 

Rule-3: The rule ofspreading 09' s.
 

If wfd 0 has an X-sequence, then we may copy 0 with 09 drawn in some
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other minimal region and connected to the X-sequence.
 

Example: We can transform diagram d] to diagram d2 to d, by this rule, where
 

(A,A',A") ECP and(B,B',B") ECP; as in Figures -5.
 

s, 
d, 

Figure - 5 

Rule - 4. The rule of introduction of a basic region. 

A new closed curve should be drawn interior to the rectangle satisfying 
the Partial-Overlapping rule and the Avoid - Q9 rule (If there is an X-sequence 

in the original diagram, then each Q9 of the sequence is replaced with Q9 ----- Q9 

where, each Q9 is replaced in a new minimal region created by dividing the mini

mal region where the original Q9 occurs). The number of X-sequence does not 
change. 

Example: The transformation of d to d is done by this rule in the following 
l 2 

examples. 

Figure - 6 

Rule - 5 : The rule of conflicting information. 

If a diagram has a region with both shading and an X-sequence, then we 

may transform this diagram to any diagram. 

This is very crucial for the completeness of the system. Peirce did not 
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accept any rule equivalent to this rule.
 

Rule - 6 : The rule of unification of diagrams. 

We may unify two diagrams °
1 

and 02 into one diagram D] if a given 
CP relation contains the ordered pair of the rectangle of D[ and the rectangle of 
02' To unify two diagrams D) and D

2
, into one diagram OJ we have to satisfy the 

following conditions. 

I) The rectangle and the closed curves of D[ will be copied in DJ" 

2) The closed curves of D , that has no counter part in D p will be copied in D] 
2

interior to the rectangle observing the partial overlapping rule. 

3) For any region r shaded in D1 or D2, the CP related region in OJ should be
 

shaded.
 

4) For any region r with an X-sequence in D
1 

or 02' an X-sequence should be
 

drawn in the CP related region of 0], satisfying the well-forrnedness rules of dia


grams.
 

Example: We can unify d, and d, into d) if the following cp relations are given.
 

Figure - 7 
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In 1 of figure 70 (U,U), (A,A') ECP and (B,A') ~CP. In 2 of figure 7 

(U,U), (A,A')ECP and (B,C)~CP. 

Though shin has proved the system Venn-1 is sound and complete, but 
the system is limited in expressive power (cannot express disjunctive propositions, 
existence of individuals, lower bounds and upper bounds in the cardinality of sets). 
Several systems of diagram logic has been developed to extend expressive power 
and visual clarity (Venn-Z'!", venn diagram with individual (13), spider diagram (14), 

etc.) 
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~ C~'~~~~ G1"f-'l ~ 'l'@ ~-''f<1~fi~~f.1~r~~l~.t'' 

II ~ ~ II M II '5[~lk f-q~9ffu \f1~\ '5[~9ffu ~ f.1~ I' 

~1~1f<1'1\~jC'1~ ~ ~~~ ~ c<!-~~ ''f<1~9ffu'' \f1~\ "'5[~9ffu" \f1~~~ 

'5[qf<j>? ~<ii~~ ~ ~ 'f<t~9ffu" ~ '5[~9f f-q. ~ \f1~\ 'T~m 

~ ~'f~ I' ~ ~~ 'f<t~9ffu" ~ '5[Q <m~m <1'@ ~-"~ 

~~9ffi, l~ D 'T~P1~I" 1 ~ ~ ~- ~'B >[·.'f.M~@ f-q. 

~9f~ f-q~ ~9ffu \f1~\ l'l mnr ~9f f-q. ~9f~ 'T~m ~9ffu 

'1Fl ~ f<t~9ffu' ~'1 ~ ~ ~l:f ~ f-q~~ ~'f ~ I '5[-vrn9fC'lF, 

"5[~9ffu' ~ ~ ~ mnr ~c;;:rl ~ I ~ ~~ '''Q~9ffu'' ""f0@ 

~~ mnr ~'5[~lk m~ <WiI 'B ~m~~CW1'~ I 

fur~ <WiI \f1~\ elFb"ltm$l ~ ~ 9f~f-ql:f 1l1Qj1

'1~~1\, MI)I~'.!fC01 <WiI <ii ~ \f1~ 9f~Ml:f "7'~'1Pi"J::U~31 -rr.<rr Q@f9f '1'i<1JM~$1<1' ~'f<P'R)g 

~ 2If'~ ~~~~1~J"7'IC~~ '1~r'i>"lrr.~ ~ '''5[~9ffu'' ~ '5lQI 

~1~Jl'll.~$1 ~- 'f.j~" ~ '5[Q~~ I MI)I~~C01 f.1~ ~ <ii ~'l '5l~~ 

C~~~·~ f.1~ I ~\,Mi5I~'.!fC~ \f1~ f.l~ ~ ~ I 1'!<l1 ~ Mi51i1Mr.l<f<f I ~1~J"7'II.~~ 

~- 1'Qj1 ~"'l ~l:ll <lQj1- "<ltq", '~" \f1~\ '~1" 18 ~\ ~~ c<!- "<ltq", 

"~" \f1~\ "f<r\5'e31" \f1~ ~l:l <I'~ f.1~ elPif?1"7'~l '1~~1'l1 ~ <ii~~ 

~- f.1~~ '5lfl:l'1'i\~, ~- "~f.l, ZlFbiMPli1JPi" el):'Fb f.1~~ ~ 

C<f'l"1~~~~ ~I" 
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~ (Al<q01~f'£l "f.'!~"\!l~ ~9f <m~ ~9A 1 -m-'1, ~<1 <l'~ "I1lfJ '~" \!l<T, 

'~1" ~ <l'~ \5I'xt$.~ ~ <Tl ~i$B1011~~ ~"1~~, ~ -£l~ '5f~ 

~ "l~~~ ~e:fu-e ~ ~ I m "<Tfq" ~9f <l'~ ~ f.'!~ \!l~~ I ~" 

1jl'8IM<t''8te1~ ~ -ea- t%f~'1J~ -e ~~ C<t'<q01~t~ ~ ~~ ~ c<r «<WI" 'WI<!' 

<l'~, ~ ~ -e ~~~ on ~, \!l~~ ~9f~ <Tl f.'!$. 

~9f~9A? 

~~~ ~ ~ <tS@ ~(YITJt~<t'~~~,~ c<r- "<Tf'f" ~9f <l'~ ~ <Tl \5ItD1C4j~ 

~'5fC~ \51~~ \51~~ mm Wrn" ~9ftl'M ~ \5I'lt'~~~ ~ f.'!$.I~ 

<ql~\~ ~C~I~<t'~ >j1~I"1J~g f.'!~ ~9f~~~-f.'!~~ ~ <Tl ~l\b<qt~~ 

~~~ <Tl -m-'1 \!l<T, ~ \519fm(~ f.'!~ I' ~g f.'!~ ~9f ~ 

~~9f$1<t'I<t'm~~~-~ml~~~ C~ f.'!~~~J"1>j~<A:~ ~~ f<wt@ 

\5I'xt$.~ ~ <Tl ~l\b<ql~~ ~ \51"'1m~ f.'!~ ~ I~ 

m ~l~J<t>I~~ ~ f<ml1f~ <tS@ ~Cl'l'iJ\~<t>~ ~- \!l~ M~9ffu \!l<T, \51~9ffu ~ 

~ \!l~ ~~f.'!~ -m-'1~ I' -.m-'!, ~ <Tl ~~~g \51~ ~g 

<n ~ o:rn ~ ~'>\ <tS@ \!l<T, <n ~ '31 ~'>\ on <tS@ f.'!~ c<rt"lJ ~ 1 m ~ 

~9f ~ ~~9f ";1~1 c<r ~ <T1<l'J ~'>\ <tS@~, ~ f.'!$. ~ on I -m-'1, cf1 

~ <Tl ~~ C<t>fo1 \51"'1m<1 ~ I ~9f ~ <Tl ~'1C<t' ~ <Tl ~ <IN ~.~ '11<1C"1 

~'>\ ~,~ ~ cf1 ~ '11<1C"1 ">j"l~ ~ 1 <qtro<t'<t>tc~~ ~ ~ ">j"l'<R ~9j";l <l'@ 

~~9f$1<t>I<t>I~~~ ~ c<r- f.'!~~~~ <l'@ <T1<l'J \!l<T, ~ffi 

\!l~~,m~~1 

"1M"i'!\<t>I~ ~C~~~g f.'!~ l'Wr<11 <!~- \51~~ ~~ M~~ 1 

~<Tl~~, <qlroll<t>l~ ~Cl'l'iJI~<t>~ ~<T, '31~9j$1<t>I<t'I~~~~-e ~g l'Wr<1 ~ 

f.'!~ ~ ~I <!~- \51~~ f.'!~ ~<T, M~~ f.'!~ I m 

\51~9ffu \!l<T, M~~9ff.'!~-m-~ ~<1 ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~,~ 

~ f.'!~ fu>o1<f "11~1'1~?119f fu>o1<f ~~ I ~ ~ ~~~ f.'!~ ~ 

<!~- ~l\bi&3I~f.1, ~l\bi&3I~~, ~l\bi&31M(31i<1, ~~i&3I>jl1JP'l, ~, \51_, m~, \5IMi&3~t( 

\5I9fI~<l', \51~~, "WI, '5If<1<l', '1~, \5I'1oiI51<f'1, ~, \51$'5151, ~9f, ~q~, 

9f4j1C<lIC'S11tC~'1, P1~'iC<l\iS]Jt'iC<ll'>\, \51~ ~<T, ~ 1'° ~~~ ''D'' ~ 

~~~ f.'!~~~~ 1~ <Tl~~, <Tlroll<t>l~ @C~I~<t>~ ~<T, 

~~9f~"G\<t>I<t>H1~~ ~ Wm! ~ C~ ~">j"l'<R ~ I 
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'<f. ~~~ {l ~~~~~~ "~Nl'83~"~fr{~~9f
 

-;rj1~Pf~1'ji1 ~ c~ fu ~~ "~~1J1"~~~ G1'lf-'1 ~ "1'@ 

~-"~~l:f~Qj19fOrn~ ~%iMP1m!>j~"II~ II~o& II '5lQj1~, ~ ~ ~~ 

~~ 9~~ • ~ ~f\t,c~l:f ~ ~ ~ • <:f.f~ C~'XC~ <11f'1G!i1ffq C'f1<r 

~~. ~~~,~ <rN ~ <1JR,GIi1M C'f1<r ~WwfJ ~ ~~iMr~tc~ 

'5l9fOrn'5lQj1~ '5l9fO'!19f ~~~, ~~." ~f\biMP'ltjJl>j" ~frr~ ~ I~~ 

~~~~ cQ'f-W ~'1 ~ ~ cQ~ "~fiiMl>jtjJl>j" ~frr~ <m~ $fA ~ I 

fW1 ~- lf1I~, fumr'5l~xr~~~~ '~I:zf.i~H ~~" cQ~~ 

:m-m?f 'l'@ ~9f 9fri.f. \bIf.i~J~~9f ">iiC~ >i~~9R ~ I cQ~"8:~ • ~ '5l19ffu 

~~19R <1'@ <i,-,C"'1<1 Gl--'--- m ~~ cf(8t~<ri~~9f C:z¥ro ~ I ~'1, "P1 ~ ~~, 

~~m'S ~9f~~1 ~~~~~~~'S~'1Jffi~;rn, 

<ri1"~ f.i~J I ~~ Gl- 0W1 ~ <rN ">iiC~ '5lf~'1 ~, ~ Jff~ '5lf~'1'S 

~ ~ ~ c~xrol.<ri ~ ~ \517."'1'1\%'1' ~ 1JNot:>tlll ~~~ C'lf-Vl ~ <f.f~ 

~8r~<ri':i~9f C~'Xro £<fi119f Jff'IT ~~JC~i1 '5lf~'1 ~ '1~"1R, ~9f Jff~ '5lf~'1 '5lQj1~ 

\bIf.i~J':iI~IC';i1 '5lf~'1 ~ f.',~JC~i1 '5lf~'1 ~'S ~ 1 "1~i1R, ~ c~¥fG ~ 

01Wf ~ 1 ~~<l, ~ c.fjfut~1'~~9f C:z'Xro '51f.i~J~~9f ">iiC~ ~ ~'S1Jf$[ '1% ~~ ~ 

~ ~9f "IN \bIf.i~J~~9f ">iiC~ Jffl:!"! ~~~ 'Tt I ~~,~ ~ Gl

~~ iG11~ c<f.'I<T ~;rn, frr\5J; ~9f~~ ~'S~ "'f<l'f'S ~~,~ ~ 'Tt I" 

~~9f~~~~~.~ ~l:f~,~~ C'f1<r ~ 

~ ~- ""f<l'f ~ cQ'1"~ C<ri ~?' '5lQj1~ 'cQ~9f ~~i!83P1r1'j ~ ~ I' ~ 

~ cQ~9f ~ ~ ~~ '5l9fO'!19f ~ ~~ ~, cQTG ~ ~$59ffu ~ ~"1iMlC"li1 

\5foPTI9f'1" ~'S~~ \ffi" "~f\biMl>jtjJI'>i" ~ frr~ ~ I~' 

'W'f ~ f~ ~9f ~'il'~ ~ ~"8:;rn <f1'1 ~'5l~xr~~ '1R" <1':(~1 

~ ~ cQ~9f ~ ~~ '5l9fOrn ~ '5l9f"119f ~~ 'Tt I m'1, ~~ 

"'W'f"~9f~~ I ~~i11~ <rf ~, ~1C1'~~~ 0'ff\5 ~"8: ~ 'Tt I 

?f. <j"IM<1'1'l~ ~c'liJI~1'~ 'S ~~~~~ ~toplmI "~NJ@3I>jttJfIl" ~ 

~51~~~9( 

"~:rrP1" ~~~ ~9f mv.:r ~ ~~~ '1Jffi <r~ \SC'tiJl~¢i1'S 

~ Gl-~ '5l~xr~~ 0W1'S ~ • <!sf'~ C~,¥(~ <1JR,timWi ()fl<T ~~ 
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m 9f'll' ~~ <n ~~~ ~ m ~~i63I~IC'<fu \5f9f<rr! \5f~~ \5f9fG1r9f~, ~ 

ClfC'lfCi!T <fr m "~~i63P11'1Jl>j" ~ f.1"~ ~. 1~8 ~ ~ f.1"~ C'lm! ~1(jJ<151c'!'Bl 

~9f~'f~~1 

m <ilro<f\<15IC'!'i'!'1 ~~~ c£l~ c<!-~ "~~i8Wil'lJl>j"~f.1"~~ f.1"~ 

~ <!SBl'f <n ~ 't(j<15~I<f1C'S1'!'1 151'i}j~f<1'{3 ~ I ~ '5fC9f'lj>\ ~ c£l~ \5fWf'!'1 ~ 

<ilro<f\<151'!'1 ~tfiiJl~<15'!'1 ~ c<!-~ f.1"~<!SBl'f ~ m m ~ ~~ ~~ <n 

Xffu; ~<j~(~"11 ~ \5f~~ c£l~ ~~ ~ ~ I~· 

"~f\hi631>jl'lJ1>j" ~ f.1"~ ~9f ~ ~~9f$l<151<151'!'1 ~ ~~ ~ c<!- l@1 

~,~ \5f~xr~'f<iS&r C<1'R'{3 ~ ><f<lf?l19f ~ 151f.j~~i1i9f 'il<1J 'il~~ <fr8BI<t>'{/i1i9f 

~:!!Cm~ ~ 9f'!'1 ~ m <r.f~ <fr -ft8t~<15~i1i9f C~~'!'I ~ ~ ~ '5f19ffu 

~'<ll9fOl ~ 1c£l~9f'!'1 ~~<iI>l1'!'1 <r.f~ ~ ~ CYflC(jI'.:liIC'!'1'!'1 ~~~~ c<!

'lCf<if ~ c£l<ii'<tt C<15 ~?', ~ ~9f ~ m ~jibi63I~rc'<fu \5f9frr.:\ <n \5f9fG1r9f ~~ 

~ <fr • ~~ <n ~<151~<15 ~~ <I'm ~ ~9f'!'1 ~"111 <!SBl'f, ~ 

~ im ~~i63~~~ I m ~ CYfIC(jl'.:liI'!'l<15fC"'j ~ m ~~ <i"!'Irn 

~~ m ~ c£l~ 151~<15~ ~ f.1"~ <!SBl~9f ~~ ~ c£l~~ ~ ~ -ft m 
9fN "~N;i63I>jl'lJl>j"~ f.1"~~I<i;n~~ I~~ 

~~ "~" ~~~ f.1"~~ '5ft9ffu ~9fOl ~ ~ c<!-~ 

~ <fr ~~~~ C~~C~~~~ <I'm ~ m ~f\hi631~fC'<fu \5f9f<rr! 

<n \5f9fG1r9f "11 ~,~~ ~ f.1"~ 2tT~~ "11? ~~ ~ c<!-~~ -ft <rMt 

~ ~ ~ ~~IC>j'!'1 mm ~~9fOl <i"!'Irn, ~~~"11;~~~~~ ~ 

c<! g ~~ <n "~~i631>jl'lJf>l" ~f.1"~ ~'IiII<iC"!'!'1 ~C~liSr;n~~1 ~?" 

'1'f~~~~~~~9f<f~'f ~~~~ c<!- m ~~ 

~C<1'R'{3~~~c£l~~~~~<r~f.1"~~~<i'~1 ~~ 

c<F! "~~i631>jl'lJ\"J'I" ~f.1"~ ~?~". 

~,~~~c<!-"~~i63I>jl'lJ1>j"~c£l<i$~f.1"~~~~~ 

~·I <!SBl'f ~ ~~<iI>l1'!'1 ~~~ '5ft~ ~ ~'fIi1<15ICa'i ~ ~ M ~~ 

"m '<tl<i'!", "~<1 <i'm"c£l~~'{3 ~~ f.1~~Ii1'!'11C9f ~ ~ ~ I ~c£l~, 

"~~i63I>jl'lJl>j"~~ f.1"~\5f~ I" 

~ ~fi~ "U1~~C~$l ~~~~ ~~11J41C~~~ 9\1fu 8J-~ 

~~ m ~ <iJ~Dl'!'11R ~ '5ft9ffu ~'<ll9fOl <i"!'Irn ~~ ~~~ 
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"~~ ~ :i:lRJ~j<ll<1iJ ~ ~" ~~9( ~~ ~'>i ~ I'5l~~, ~ m:el~~lro(}1l 

~ ~·I ~~, ~ C'lf.Qi ~~~ 9frlf. ~ <rt ~1~1(Jj~'8 ~ 

~~ ;n <rl ~ ~1C<f. A~ ~ ~ ;n I ~ ~ ~- ~g9frlf. cQ 

<mt~~~\5lt~~~Fl<f.Ir.0'j~~~Cq1C<jI~H1<m<f~~~9f 

~~ <rl ~ ~ ~- cQ~ m~g ~-wr ~ '@~~ \5lt~ ~ 

~ ~ ~~ ~~qC'Fl ~ '8 ~ '@9jf$.~ 9ff~~ <rl "l~"IT;'Bf -.r~'ifC<1> ~ 

~<1':~~~~~~~q~~~~~~1 

~fil~ ~-~, m ~ ~~ICJ'j~ \5lt9ffu '@'<)'f~ ~ ~ ~9f ~ 

~ '5l9fo'\i9f <Wf;j 1"0 '1~?lI~,~ ~ '5lBr "1J~tl811fil ~ ~{3 ~"1I1 ~, 

~ ~ ~ <f.~C~ C"flPl'8 '3~'1ctm ~ ~ <!'~ ~1C<f. ~ ~ cQ<f~ 

~~ ~~~~ ool~k<f. "~" ~f.l~~'(3 ~ 

'3l~9j<fG1<f.f<fi8! ~fil~ "~fbi$IJ'jmf'1" ~f.l~ ~9f '5lIC01ltl"1f ~ 9j<f~"IT;'Bf 

~~'11~cQ<f~ ~~~~ "~fbi$IJ'j:.jJ1J'j'~ cQ~~A~ ~fb~~ 

~ I ~~ ~ 9I<lIo'1fD-l1 ~ cQ<!'~ ~ <m:r c<!- Rl)1~~CO'j C<f.fc1'8 m 
~tm~ '@~~ \5It~ m ~ ~~xrn cQ<f~~~ :~:II"lrn<f.~IC"1 ~~~~ 

~ cQ m ~ ~ ~ '5l~<f.1C~~ m'l I ~~, "~f\!ii$IJ'j:.jJ1J'j"~9f f.l~~~I"1roC<f. 

~~~~ cQ~~f.l~~ <!'8!'I m9fC'I '3l~9j<re1<f.I<f.I~~~ f.lg~ 

~I 

f.l~~9f~$~~9f<f~ID"1I~~~ c<!-~ J'j"lIC01ltl"1l~ 

~~ ~~ m ~1f.$<t'<f.I~ \gC>tTJt~<f.~,~~C~ cQ<f~~<f1~~~ 

C<f.t~'8 ~, C<f.t~'8~~ I 9j~"10T<t'1(ftf~fil~ \gC>tTJI~<f.C~~~'3l~9f<f 

~'I~ ~'m'Bf \5It9ffuc<t- ~l:4 ~ ~~ I "~fbi$IJ'j:.jJfJ'j" ~ f.l~ 

~9f ~ C<f.fc1'8 ~ $ ~~~ ;n W'['8 ~ ~ f.l~ ~ 

<W:l'l f.'1'(~ cQ<f~ 'l.~ .:;g\gi f.'1~~~ ".V\5~ :~f'stm "11~ "l'"lR"1~~ 9fQ.j ~ 

"~fbi$IJ'jMJ'j" ~ ~'5lBr'8 '@"'!W'rn cQ<f~~~ ~ I 
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84 ~~ 

("~t)~'t ~~~ - ilJI~rj..f.t, ~.~, ~.~, C~, ~ -~~'rr~, 19-8~~-8~~ I 

~~ I"~<f ~~@l1~f~9fOrn~ ~~@lI>jjjJt>jg"II~II~O~11 - ~, ~.~, ~.~, C~, 
J1-l- ~;"b-({ , '1 g - ~~q~ I 

~ ~ I '~g "f"if ~8r$1'1S~I't..'~ 9f@t 3li$11'041~1"1ft~8r$1'1S~"l~, ~<r~~~ 

"l ~'~I"- <fl~)1Jm"1\:jf<U, '¢I.({, '¢li.~, JIg -({, "'lJHlIt..("'l, J1-l - ~ ;"b-({ , '1 g 

~~q~-~~q~1 

~~ I "~<r~ ~ 9frlf- <rti1 arn1~- '<j'lg ~ ~g "!'l1'~, ~~ ~N;ig3I~r~g 

~i\!Jig3P'l;jJf"! ~ I"-<fl~>jJl$1"1\:jl~J,'¢I.({,'¢li.~, JIg - ({, "UWfooR, J1-l - ~ ;"b-({ , '1 g 

~~q~1 

~8	 I"<jg ~~~~"l~ ~t:<rr<f 'tt:~ m~J~~ Jj ~~Jj~rmpf1 C<n~<rJg I" 

---i5t:~51~<j'l~ -- "ln~<fIfu'<j'l ---- "lrr~~"l, '¢I.({, '¢It=<-, Jtg - e, c'>ll~"l, 

J1-l - ~;" b-({ , '1g - ~ ~ q ~ I 

~({	 1"~~~'<Jfr9jR1C~I~ f.1-~9jMC~1 R~~"1~N;I" - @C"t1Jl~<f.'!1 - "lJ8l<11M'1S 

"lJ~,'5l.({, '¢li.=<-, J[g - e, C~, J1-l- ~;"b-({, '1g- ~~q~ I 

~ ~	 1"~fuRr<j'l'PI1 ~i~t:T<j'lifW<j'lNf'gl~"l "!'l1i~~ 9fT."f. ~fif-t:'(4 <fI~ ~<rrfIT~ 

'V11qt=l'1S1Rt'1S';;1\iii~g- <j'lg 1<i'!11:2jf.l~Jg "f"if$1 <j"lJ~f.l~Jg"f"if$ :!:lF1ig3~~~ 

~"l~~~ c~'#E<j<t'1mc<t'1 \:j<101F1 ~~, Vll~$1C~<1'~"l"!<:<!'JI~C"'l<f.1Rt'1SC';;"1 

~, '¢I~9j~<1';;IC<1qC"1~'ti'1SIRi!1'C';;~f?!I~ 1"-~fil~ - ~~~ "lJ1~,"'" " I", '1- I) I	 -, 

'¢I.({, '¢li.=<-, JIg - ({, c~, J1-l - ~;"b-({, '1g - ~ ~q=<--~~q~ I 

~q	 1"~9f <j~W1MC~~9f ~i<{JreDR;;r oq Jj9f';f."l" N, "l '1~! ~'1~ I! ~<r 

C~~l\:jP'l1G~ ~ ? f<ts~ql<111'8'!1~~'1Wfi:C9f'lf-m ~ ~~ f.1'~~I"1~Fb 

Rs~J'!1"!'0~g ~$'fI9f2lcl)reh~~g!"- ~-<mMJm, J1-l- ~;"q=<-, '1g 

-;"=<--;"~I 

~ b- I'~ m9j~<1';;~@<1JIt'11'IRiJ1'~~ ~9fJ R~" ~9f.i;<1iCqC<1F1 Jj~"ITJl '¢I9j~<1c';;f~I<1C<fU1<1 

'1<fi9(;;r~~, ... 1"-~fil~-~~~ - O1Jl~, '¢I.({, '¢li.=<-, JIg 

e , C~, J1-l- ~;"b-({, '1g-~~q~ I 

~;"	 I"~<r, ~ '51F1~ JjJr~ I 9f';f-~<f~~ f.1'~frl.t; ~G"jf{J,!f"PD 

21~~ ~ ~~ <flDJ, ~ I ~lCq~qM '5I>j"l'.li~i\!J I" - ~- <mMJm, 
J1-l- ~;"q=<-, '1g - ;,,~ I 

=<-0	 I"oq ~ ~~,~ ~~lfVtG<{1 "!1'pit"11'IRt1'~~~~~, <jQ)t ~~~ I oq ~ 

~~g I ~"jjlCq~q~~ri\b~~~ 1"-~fil~

~~~ - "lJffil'i..f.t, '¢I.({, '¢li.~, JIg-({, c~, J1-l- ~ ;"b-({, '1g - ~ ~ q~ I 
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'MC<\<tSl~~~ ~~~l<\~t g ~~~~~9\111C'11b~1 

~9R~ryf 

~ g-~~7f~~m f<iC<l<fit"l'l'f ~~~7flG:f;I<fi ~on, ~ 

~~, ~2flffil<l' -!l'f( ~ I ~~"f"f.T~~~9f~~~, 

~~2fD@~~~~~~'f.Ri~~,~f'N;t~"TV1T~ 

~rcili'1l::lfr:<l~ -s ~1:lR!~~~~~~, ~9fGtr:<l~ 

~15f<Rf<m~ >l1G:CI:lJi'1 ~10~c>lrn ~~f<rWf~~~CRf c<W!~~ 

'ifG'm~ I f<iC<l<fiR'I'f~9Rft?8P1IG:l0J'f.C"ti:PIC~t~-~<IT"®~ I ~~ 

>llG:I0J'f.C"li1~~~~<mrr~~~~~f<im~~1 

~<IT~~~CRf"T<tT~~~~~I@I:lfC<f.~~~~ 

~1'S1C'f.~~"llrn"l~'1'?f0'R~~~<fi:;f<ilCi1i1~~~~~ 

on I ~/rtf~:~n:n5''lT~?fiff~~'11Ri!iIC"l15C"li1~~~ ~~m1%:"1"l, ~~ 

\5T1~f<i"il1:l151i1I:l<lf~, ~m.~~-mm 1::l1i11:l<l~"RN ~~~;m;,1~ -!l~~ 

1::l1i11:l<l(t<fi~~~~~~~~~WPl~ I 

-!l~~S'5~?R <f.fC"1" f<iC<l<fiR"'l'f" ~~ I::lli11:l ~CRf \5lR:,'8j1:l f ~cf.n~ 

~, t<l\5TC<f MC"t;nC"ti1 ~ -!l'f( ~~C"li1'f.IC~\5TI?R~ <l~I:lIi1~1::l1i1~~m.~ 

~9f~~,QTI51\.<l~~<T~~~~~?f<fJm$~~~~?f'5 

<fiM~lC~"l ~~~f<iC<l<fi1"lC'l'fi'1~~~~ I ~/P~ 

~~, t<r~Wrf5R~~~~Wrn-rF?fVjf\5Tt?R~151<l'TR!~ 

~~ I MC<l<fiHC'l'fi1.-r\5TfCG'ffDrTffi -!l~ '9Ql"~Wri:r"f1T~~ I "'5lTif~~ 

~m~ I -!l~~~Wr~ MC<l<fit"lC'l'fi1.-r \5l'i>l'.lifC"l"~OO -~~ I ~ 

~~~ 7f1G:101<fi on mr~ MC<l'f.I"lC'l'fi1 ~ <l~ et, ~ -!l'f( ~fJl<f.G1~ 

JflG:f;J<fi ~~~~~ bMmC~ I ~ -!l~ ~~~~J~ 

~~~\5l"~WPl~ I~-!l~~~~~~~ 

~.I 

~~15t<lrn \5l'iJ1'.liIC"li1 ?[C<f.-r<m:fC<f.<l@f - ~~~~ 

<!Wrm~~m~ I ,~+ <T'- -!l~~'~ ~~9ffu I ~\5l"~'~' <IT 

'~'<TI'~' IJl~~(_~~OO<m:f~~~~ 

~~OOT<IT~~~~cm~~~~'c(~?f0'R<r@I~ 
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86 ~9f'1 ~ 01 

~ '51H.{D:{1~~L ~~ftpr~<rr~rn, ~~ ~[<f!01~C<jl ?f<f.M~JllG:c~I'1 G'f.f.ll 

11~11W~~- ffi~(Literature of Knowledge) ~<l'Z, ~~ (Literature 

of Power) I~\SfI~T<:f(9fT?f--!l~~, 'The function of the first is to teach; the function 

of the second is to move. The first speaks to the more discursive understanding; the second 

speaks ultimately it may happen to the understanding or reason, but always through 

affections of pleasure and sympathy. " -!l~ <i'8'«H~ f<far<r'f <f.Bjm <rr.ff <rffi C'l, ~~ 

DffiFm~ I W'4r~~~~ I \5lT<:f'3T~~?f&[~;rc;T~'3Tl"'lC"\1~ 

~r~~1 

<rRG11 mf~~-!l.~ ~ <IT -!l~ 9f(~~~~ I ~ <JC"f <JC'l1 ~ 

<fRmJ ~~<rRG11JTI~~IC<t' ""1t<ff-~ ~<t'R~IC'ii: I M(<i<t'1"'lr."\1~ JTI~~jl.::l\<F[r1 

'5~ 2I<f.M<rRG11 >'I11~NJ~ ~~I>'IC<t' ;n~~~ I Jm~:\5r~l)<Tmf<1C<i<t'HC-qi1~ 

<fi<:!T~~2Jf\SI.::IG1~ 1-!l~2fJlr:~P:r~~~2f~@(o:r~<rf~, "'<rRG11 

~~~~~~CftT~ .!l~'>'IT<fT<1'f\5 -!l~ I ~~ 

~(£~<1IR.9~~~&"lI<i~C~ -!l'f.W~~I.::I~ <IT~~~, <JRr~ 

~--T~~<ITfu.--T~~<rRG11 "fCI'IT~ I··' 

MC<i<t'HC"\1~~~2f<f."M~'~'~~2f<f."M~?f~I 

'~'~~~~~-!l~~~~I-!l~~~'~' 

~~JT"'?f«(.~~9fT\5<f.D'Fl" I c<r\5l1lM-!l<rZ ~Jfmr-1 C~ ~~ 

m"'lJf~?f '~'~~2f<f."M~JT"'?fC<f.~ <r~~~ '9jf-il<t'~ 

~ I ~~ -!l~ 2m~~~~~~2f~'";J~?f <iW,~1 

~"f'f~~ <t'M~IC'ii:"'l I f<jC<i<t'HC"\1i1~~~~~~ 

~, "l~fiJ"1C"l~ -01~, c<rf~ c<rf~ f\Sf%~fiJ, "l1"'l<f"<t"'1TfC~ f.rfu'8 \5j<i~Rt~ 

\5j<f\5@"fr:~ Zil"1I('4i-!l I.::Iti1~<i>{(<f. ~~~~?f\5" <f."i1f -!l<rZ 1.::I1i1~i"l Jlli1>'1~El ~ 

~~~~ 1.::I1i1~<i~<t' ~\5T1JfC"l"~~ I \5j<jjli'lr.'f. W\5Qfl~(3f[(?f 

c<r ?f.""fD'<t2~ Wwr~~'8- 1.::I1i1&l~(l1~ ~~~~ N R5R ~'f 

'f.Mi"lIN;:tft1"l l-!l~~~~~~~?f'~' 9ffu'f.T~~?frr.R'f.Bl~I~"1 

-!l<rZ ~'8 9fT"1o:r~~ I ~~'J)1b" -!l<rZ JTl~f\SI'f.~'3Tf1T2f<t'tr"Rr~ 

&mc<r'~'~~~1 

'15~<f.'<Jt', 'mH -.:;;ti1~ , '?fBla161'f.' -!l<rZ '2lTDT '8 9ff"D1\5T' - Mr.<i'f.Ht. q~-!l~ 

~%"lT<rRG11~'l~ I -!l~~~fum~~ .~~, ~2fQrn 

~~f<re<fu"T(l1J I <rRG11~~i1&"lf<f."Ii1Cq~"T(l1J f<jC<i'f.I"'l"\1C'f. ~~ 

~<t'Rt~~~%"lT~f.'r I 
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87 ~9f"l ~ ()1 

'~~'~~':)o8Jll:'T~~([~~~~'~W~ 

~1<t'1ti'12f~~"@ I -!l~ ?lb"llfGc~ ~~9f~~m~ ~--!l"?l" 

~<t'Rhnc~ 1~<1fqmIC~"I, ")j<fst<1l"l~~-!l~'~' I"~-!l~~~ 

~~~rrcr:rr~~~'9fWI5l<mJ~<t>R1~lt~~<f"-~~~"t~~~ 

'I"M'Sf~~~l:f?l"~9f~~ I -!l~'1fu;<t>IC~~~~~(f.~ 

\t5bbiRi~ ~, "~ ~'if\5 ~;:rf I ~~~;:rf I f<f'1jc~~fJi (J{ ~9f '5ffi'f 

~ <r@;:rf I ~~-!l~ ~q<r@;:rf I ~m;r<r,~~~~ ~~'ij"«f. 

~~~<t>MC~~lcr~~~~~W>tl1lf.j~~~\'3~ 

9f(Qf~ <1'Rlc~~;"6 f<lC<l<t>HC'liti'1-!l~~Gft'>t~ifZ~~~ii'1"C<P 9f.c(<t>Rm~, ~ 

~l<ll'1~f?l~~~<mm~~~Jj'¢fu<t-M{lI~ ~~ I 

'iRG'ff)jl~C~j?l~f\b~C>t"c<r~'?lD'Tt~~~~~~~ 

~f<k<1<t>I"Ic"Iit?l '~~I?l~' -~ I '~~I?l~' ,~, ~2f~~~ 

Jf-.~1t~~f?l'I<jlG:<t-~f(<1 ~~ I -!l~ i'1bl~lrec~ f<iC<1<t'I"Ic'liti'1 ~~~~~ 

~~t?l~~C'¢?l2l'f3~9f 1-!l~~<ml,~~MC<1<t-\"I01?l~~ I~Gft 

tVWmm~~G~lcJj?l ~9f~~ 'l1?lT, ~~ C<t>ffi~N~9f, ~lffi<f.~l?l 

~~ ~1?l~"ll\5"lc<t-" ~~1"JfR ~ <f.?l1 ~~~"ff ifZ~ -!l<r

Mflf8?llC9("?l" 2f<t-"M ~ f<ic<1<t-Hc'liti'1 '~~1?l~ '--!l I c<r ~1i'1~<1~"c<t- f<jC<1<f'H'Iit ~ 

<t-M~lc~ ~ c<P<fo1 c~t'1jf(;r<ldft"1'Ri ~~~ \'3 ~-~ Jj"lm "l~~, -!l~ ~~ 

f<iC<l<t-I"IC"liti'1~~~,~~~~,~~ 

~~~~ I -!l~ ~JfmiSlf<i<l0C"I?l1®m ~m<ri'f~ -!l~~ 

<r~tl'Gc~ ~~ ~-!l~ ~~f<f<t-t"t--!l"?l"WrnfG--!f~~mt 

f<iC<l<t-FB'f~9f1~~~Wf5 <t-MmC~"'I I -!l~ ?lb"ll(~~ >t"lIiS1f<i<10C"Ii'1lffifffi ~1fu,i'1 

~~~-!fm:m~'t"?l"9{{;~~c~ I ~ <IM~lC~"I, "c<r~~~'t"?l" 

~Il@~, "i116ifQI'I"iC9"?l"<mFt\'3 JTWI~~\'3 >t<fl1T~\'3 \51T~-~ 

tm:C<MJ -!l~~ -m9fl?l"~ ~ ~&r~<fifurr c<P<fo1 ~ \'3 ~~ m m 
~-"P1~"lf"l' ~'i('n:<!' \5IT~~~ <pfurr ~, ~'l~ m, ~ 

~'tC<t-"\'3'~~\5IT~~~J~~~~C"Wf-~\'3 ml<l~c<t- f.k'S1(l1?l 

~2f<l~'pm'<t-'fum~ ... I "q 

0"tr'Ifu,?lI51~j"1C~?l-!l~~~ MWI'\"lC">T?l "1"1"1 i<fli7j~fi12f<t-"M, ~'>tlfu~l?l 

~~~c(~ I ~~ f<jC<1<t'l"lC'lit?l ~ f<i<10C"Ii'1 C"1<f ~9f~ I ~q, ~ 

-!l~ C<MJ- -!l~~~~~R,R, <t>Mm\5IT~-\5IT~~9f\5"jmw <t'R1lJ~ 

- ~~~~f<jC<l<t>\"l'lit "I<l~I?l~ ~~~ft~<t-R1¥JIC~"I I~ 

~ '>t"l1iS1f<i<'l0C"li'1 -!l~ <mIT f<ic<1<t>I"I">Tc<t' ~~ '>t1G:GJ<t-CI1?l ~'>t"l~ ~C~ 
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88 \5'101 ~ CIf 

~~-~mrn~~~1 

~'~ ~@\5"' ~~ ~Rf'iffi~2ft~~'i@,! <f.@ 

~~~~<f.t~~offI ~~~1"l,,<jC<k1 >1WBf<1diTJF'9[<lf~J'F'1~~ 

~ I ~R5f.T c<f."'1G1 >1"'l>1lFS1Sfm" ~1"l,,<jV:(~ ~~ R~mf(;c<fi ~~ ,*1\!l~ 

~; ~ e,~, is'ilf\bC~''i {3 \51{"lC<fiI"l ~~?f ~"l,,<jC~-;' '51@>1'81'1 '51;piiiIC"lR5f.T 
~~~'~~~~~~RT~~~~~~~l~iilGT,~ 

~~, ~ 2ft'! J!® Jl<tI"li is'iT~ , '~ ~@\5"'- ~"i1~m ~~~ 

~~~~ 2ft~~ ~~ MC"i 41 C"i"l f.T<t-1J~~?f\5<f."'1T I~fmOO~pprRZJf5 

'\5~ ~fif.Jfl~~ ~~~iS'i"RP:rrn~~ QrN;c"l'1 ~'f.'<J1~ IR5f.T 
~. "~I'1,,<tc(~ ~ ~\5I(iilT<1rJfRr~~~~~ ~~, 

~~m ~\:;/9[<f~~ '~'1"<J~ ~~ ~~c~ ~~ I ~?f~ 't."'f.'1 ~ 

'~~~\5~~'51~" GT~~~-.:rc"l~ I ~~~~lC01rnm, 

mc<t~. q«, ~<f'ff.~. ~C"fr«, ~<rrf¥1'5r- ~~~~9[<f~~ I ~~ 

0!ft~~9fEr~~ c<r~fC01~~~~~ ~Jl~/l"T~ ~{3 ?fID 

;:rr I ~~"l~zJf5~~~~'i~~~'S1I~Cll"l 'iC,,1 ~f(iijr<trnr 

~~~~ I ~'"'Rf~~ -.El~~8J@S1"l"~\5BJi1IT.~ - '~I'1,,<j~ I 

~11"<tC~~~, ~~, ~~, \51T51<:j"-~'i,~, m. ~, /R~. ""1l'B". \5T<jjffi 

'<ITA-<mf'ff-~Wrn~~~~\5TT~ m mr \5BJi1~ I ~ '<ITA {3 ~"R 

~'l'~~~¥?f1\51 "~ 

~R(,<t<t'HC'l'i'1~~11"<t<rC<fi<rr.1 Jl'f."fG-c~~~~~. ~ 

?fBr'c;(~~ I ;j~~iilC'1'1 ~~~<1l'Zr.rpnf~:(~r~~¥ I ~~~~ 

~-5~c<r1~~"<tm~~~~~~~~IG:"11G4l~I·4'Ri"f. 

\5TC'<~ '5lf'9f<W:rn I 

~17~~~:<,oC"r~~rmw~~iS'i"lTRC"i·r<rI-!lf<f.C'1'T I ~~~ 

~~iS'i""lfc<r~90~fo'1~~~·{3~~/R<IffiT'~ 

90' ~~~ I ~~<f."1~\5'& Cii1"~~ffi ~"f.Gi"~ '9jml'Sl"f.' 

~~<f.@'T I ~~~~c<T"fI(?f~~<rcf.TI~~~~c$s 

~'i I ~~ WC<t<fiI"lC'l'i'1 (JTi'l'i«~>1 ~~~ Cii1"<RtB I ~~ 

JF'~fi~~~, "C"f.1'<[ffi ~~ >11!il<lRim<r~. "l(\5~ 

~ R ~<rtfcM '<fI<f."C<t, ~.~~. \5TRr~~~~ I ~. "ffiTRr 

~~~ il'4l<r-iilf(; <I"f<tRr em ~~ C~, ~~ <[?f'f.D1~ 6i1'l'i<[c<tfl1 C"f.1'<ff 

?JP: <rcii11 I" q 
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~JiJ~I~ it!lW~~!~ iIi! ~~1 J~t~!~i
rfii~~1 g~~<I":"lf~$ f~~~ it! ~~~$it~~
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~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t <If ~ ,~" t fJ~ f !t " i ~ ~ i ~ @ W" fJ r 
1~ j~ ~ t ~ i i :!tIi W~ ~ i ~ ~ ,~ i! f g!i i f1
 
~ w. (~.. ~ ~ ~ I~ 1f ~ i - ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ E r; ~ ag ~ F9 ~ ~ w; ~ 
~ ~ ~ i td ~ 't\ j i ~ ,~ i ~ ~ "- I ~ ~ w ~ i" ~ It t ~ ~ ~ Fo

ii!itli! ~!;~i!.~jt; ii'i l iii~ i~~i~f,~ 
, ''FJ\'' ~ ~" ~ L ~ '~; Po ~ ~ !5 I;i ~ ~ 5 ,i f, 1~ I ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ g
~ ~ Irz W~ - ~ ~ ~ ,rg ~ - t f ~ f ~ S~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~rz> -.:
i~~~~il ~ffl~~~\"l.'~~fij~~~ 9~j~7t12~~ t'i ~
 

~~v~ ~ /~_~~&~~~ _At . !J . - ~~ ~ ~9'

'. i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~,~ ~ i ~ t ~ ~ ; ~, ~ '~ !~ i i ~ ~ ~! ~. i 1 
,~~ ~" ~9~~ ~~~if ~E9$ ~~fJ,~ 'E ~ 

n "J l? OJ 19.OJ Ii' ~ ~ ~i I ~ - ' ' ~ - i i ~ ~ 1 s
~i~~IE ~f~fl@:Et l~-J ;1- l~ttl~1 



i~ ~:~:i i~i'¥~~i~~~f~~1ii~~i~i~ .~
 
'!~ ~j~i~ \v~j~~~~~~it-~~I!iFo .. h,~ i
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"cm:: ~~fc:r?flfS1~ ~~, 

Jj<f~~ lR! 'f.%f, 

rr<[ 9f1rn ,,@ DO'[, 

~rBi C'R~~, 

~~~9f1rRf, 

~ c<ro'ff \:iffifrr<[ ~~ I 

~@~! 

~~~', 

~* 

~wEfu~m"ffiTR!~ 

'rJf"~ '9f1\:OT

~~~9f1rRf, -!l~~~, 

CI5l:~ ~ \:iffifrr<[ ~~ I"'" 

"The Life of Swami Vivekananda' ~<f.t~~Pl~~lm~~fWf<f8f@~~ 

~~rr<r I "Poetry because it is the Language of ideals, made a strong appeal to 

Naren. Wordsworth was to him the fixed star of poetic firmament, Naren lived in the world 

of ideals, where history and philosophy and poetry and all the science are recognesed as 

phases of real ity. He possessed a prophetic vision of learning, wherein thought was seen 

as subservient to the real purpose of life, the intellect being the fuel on which the soul fed 

and which it burned in its supreme effort to go ultimately beyond the intellect, beyond all 

thought." ,~ 

'5!fi'1If>!5frC~~";)"\~~,";)b-~~~~~~~~ 

'51<1npnf~:l5rm'1<ffil"J.Ol~?ff'G--!l~~'f~I "To put the Hindu ideas into English 

and then make out of dry philosophy and intricate mythology and queer, startling 

psychology, a religion which shall be easy, simple, popular, and at the same time meet the 
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requirements of the highest minds, is a task which only those can understand who have 

attempted it. The abstract Advaita must become living - poetic - in everyday life; out of 

hopelessly intricate mythology must come concrete moral fourms and out of bewildering 

yougism must come the most scientific and practical psychology- and all this must be put 

into such a form that a child may grasp it. That is my life's work.":" 

f<it<l<t'l'it"'li'1 ~~i'1i'1t>ii'1 ~~~~~ I ~1J~8 ~~ 

~~~-£l~~~~~~~~~~i'1i'1t>!i'12f<PP'r~ I 

~ <l~Hlit~, "~i'S1t<t' \Sf~~"t<t'" electrify ~·~:t<r<r(rr<rt'>i"~~<nfS1"~r@ '<l1Jl"l~~<r1\Sf ? 

"'<l"'l7i"ll,¥l ~"<t'"f I ••• C~rn~ <r1\Sf distribution and propagation of thought currents. 

~~ 9ft@f, ~ fZ<p, ~~ I CmiS1<t'@ ~ ~IST:~ ... I Life is ever expanding 

contraction is death. c<!~i'il'&Hi~9f'm:f~~, ~~, ~~IS \Sfffi~~ I 

c<!~9fR~ ~m~\Sf"lT~~, CDW!<l'@, ~~~ 9f!l-~'f9fGflg c<! 

-£l~~~'>i"ffi~~~~~~~~~ J1T:"'l"t ~'f <F-?fC<l, ~ 

~~, ~~~ Ifi c<!'3T"Tf 9fmll-~~ ~<rf1S -£l~ C<lG'ff15t1:G1ffi15t1:G1ffi I ... 

-£l~~~~,c<!c<! -£l~tm-9f'¥T:<l, ~N,~i'1~spirit ~,mwr~ I"'" 

~1Sf1~i1~~~~\1)"l"@~WJ;-~ ~ ~ ~"lJffi C<!, JlI~l<t' furrt<l 
~ ~ ~f<r~ IS <M)<l<l~ I ~~ c<1"'¥"fi$j"~ ~ ~$ '='1~~<l«~ <t'Hit~t~, 

~<T~~~~~ ~~ ,¥~Bl~, ~"Tft ,=,1i'1~<lrm~ \51:'11'.!j~"l 

~Hi'1:1~I~.~~9f~~fbm(~:~~~Jfi~t~li'1~~~ 

~~~ IS ~~Jfrn~'>iTJfPf"("l~~ ~~mt~ I~~l"1.f<r~ f<it<l<t'1""l""'l" 

~\51it"11t<t'~9fi'1;j>i~Jrr; Jfi~t~li'1~~~ bl~lt~ If<it<l<t'I"lt"'li'1 ~ 

-£l<rZ ~~rn~~ "OO<R iR~ ~ 1<mG'li JfI~~Ji'1 f<j<l~/C"li'1 <mrf ~1~i'1,=,rc<r 

\51151ill'i ~"",~g~ ~OO C<!, ~iR~~<[~ IS mi>i~~t,@ 

~~IS 2fi~~~~ ~9f~~I~"1, C~JJl'W~~ 

~~~~~I<mG'liJfI~t~Ji'1~~~I~llil<1',=,f<l"~r~~~ 

~,\51~5'ft"1i'1 ~~fih:TiR~~<t>PF9f"«(~~~ I f<it<l<t'I"lt"'li'1 

~~ \51 i'ilf<i~it>ii'1 \5f'3G;p:rr~, \511'ilf<i"lJ~ ,=,li'1~<li>t1t<t' ~-~9f~~~ 

~ CffirGfl, ~"fI"l<l'S1IGt<1' <T~~~~~""'9f"f I-£l~~, ~, 

2fiCfJf\13'® ~ m<rtrr ~00~$ \Sf~~ I \5f@ ~,=,1i'1~<lrm ~ m<rt"l" \5f<l~ 

~,=,1i'1~<lt~JfIi'1>i\'31i'1'1c(~~~~<pprt<t>~~--£l~ 

.00 f<it<l<t'I"lt"'l~ "l<l,=,1i'1~,~~C"tf"lI~t1~~Cit,<T~\5f(~~ 

\5ft'>i"t"l~OOf<it<l<t'i"lt"'l~fih:T~',=,Ii'1~;jf'3"r' I 
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100 ~~~ C1 

15T?fm-vrn-~ JF'1~9f ~ I* \S"1f<1~1~~?fm-vrn ~RI~<f.Cq?l cmr 
~~ftf.T~~~~et.~I~'f,-!l~~~ 
Zl~j"it'~~~~ I ~~<ITCft~~~~~<t'"f~~ 

~~,~IS~~c<ri~'i8f~~~'!I~~1mOO~~ 

~~~, ~2fR;~~9ji1"1>j(~j~ '1-r2J<PfC"@~ I 

8, ~~~ ~~-,;)8-:J 

e . ~R'I1'1DoTf~Z. <>[~r- ,;):(-:J,~, 2l'<m«~
 

o ,'"';lM f.1r~ ~'<rr-"f ~~ I5fsRt ~~<f.'<If CQ)«f. ~ t ~ ~~ ~
 

~~ C'<fr<r2l<f.IT%- ~- ,;)Q'h1"o' 

q, ~R'I1'1DoTf~Z.<f.~. ~- i!:(. ';)8';)';) 

b . ~. ~f-Q:V 

';)0, ~f.l1<'1. ~-~8\:l 

';)';), ~.~r--:J,;)--:J-:J 

';)8. ~I~ ~Z. 2lQm «~. '~IS}f"'?fWlT >:l~R~ "f@1r( 0Jj<f, <f.ffiRI~, Q, 

~ 9ffG1 COl'T. ~- :v, '1- ~~-:V-:J 
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~9f<1 ~ 01 101 

~O-. ~'1<l"i1@("Of ~ g f1C<1<f'IiT""i -s <!fZG1T ~ g<f.'1''lf~, <l'fG1<1'I~1 - ~. 9[0r- ~~-~~. ~8oo-

~~. ~,~r-;,,~ 

~o. ~lmf1C<1<1'I"'lC'>1iPllGit~~rg Ij~~~, ~f8(((!, ~o-~8 

~~. '1lGit ~~ g Cj';;['<f~, ~"r.PW~Gf, ~ CjQ 

~~. The Cupz ~g ~'1<l"i1~"Of~, f1C<1<1'I"1C"'i!il '1lGit ~ ~. ~f'l:R~. <l'fG1<1'I~f, 9[0r
81j1j 

~-:l. fl~<PIg f1C<1<f.I"1r.'>1~mJj\51<!.~~~. ~-Ijb-. ~;";"b- I 

~8. The Song of the Sannyasis.~. ~b-;"Q. ~ g -mm ~~fO!">1 

~Q . Kali the Mother. ~ '>¥1il~<11;'j) ~ 9f?f. (JfC~. ~;";"'17. ~'m]f WIT<RJ. ~ g 'Iif<l 
JrC~i1F-n~ 'R3 

~Ij. The Song of the Sannyasis. ~. ~o-;"Q.~ g-mm ~V.f;R'>'l 

~o- . The Life of Swami Vivekananda: Eastern and Western Disciples. Advaita Ashram. 1965. p. 74. 

29. Letters of Swami Vivekananada, 1948. p.302. 
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102 

~Cq~C~~ ~<tSeulC<tSl~<tS 
9lTI9ffi1 ~~ 

"~~?R ~'i1T 'Sill ffi@ 

c<f.<Tmm~I" 

-!l~ ~<mfu~~~~~~om,i58f~~9f<t\m'B ~ I 9J?'l 'B 

_';[>1jC<!<lm - _ 'B9Bf~.9f3T<rl'3Bf mWr~<r~~~~~ 

-!l<f. ~ f1>:ri I ~~ <rrfu;"'if5 om - 9j~\Bl<f. ~ Jfrnlfu<f. ~~~ R~, i58f 

~"l1"1<1>j~~~~~ ~"I~~~ l-!l~~~~~, ~'if5 

<rl ~om, -!l~c"lG<f.~rn ~'B ~ I ~ <1*~~rfC1j ~%~9f'5<f.!TT 

~~ f<lt<1<f.~~"l, ~~ -!l<f. \5!TC<1"t;pF9ffi ~9f c<r ~ i58f ~~ 

'5Hlm<f.C.:l<f! 9ff9f~ ~ <f.@ I ~~~-!l ~%~<f.!TT~~~ I ~ 

~'~~' "ffi(9f ~<f.!TT~-!l~~~~ \5l11il~C<f. m 9f~ C!(!1:<f. 

~<f.@ ~~ 9ff~~?l~~'1rnt<f.!TT ~~;ffijt~C<f. I ~g ~~ 

~~<rl other"ffi(9f <mf~~~~ ~ Jfrr9fC"il' ~ - ~ CJf 

<f.'ID, ~<rlfffirt, ~<rl~- c<rmC$l9f.{ ~)j~"I4M~!;@~,~?R 

~-r~';[>1j~C~, ~~~,~ @)<1"1C<f. <f.@~~ - '3Bf~ 

~~-~~~mm~~9f~~<f.!TT~-!l~C~I<f.<11<f.j"~ 

')j<f.7.'1~C~-!l<f.\5f<T;ffijt~~" - -!l~~( ?) ~CJf~?l, ~ I ~f\5 

~~;ffijt~~ <11fu,~I¥"ffi(9f~ '51<1"t-1IHR"Ii1 ~ 2I<f.M<f.'ID .:n~ 

<rl 'Female Foeticide' I 

.:n~ -n ~'>'fl\5mtoT~ -!l~~ f.'j~f«.~, ~C<1l1"14MWrn<rt~ 

~-!l~~ <f.Ci1Tfc:rc<F-~ <f.@ \5l1<18~~ I J!l<ffif~ ~9f0~ C<114fffi 

"lH<1\S1Cl1i1 ~1'-:l1f.'j<f. ~~1~J1~'-:l1Uf ~ <f.!TT <rl ~q ~~ "l1"l<1>j'{jlC<f. i58f 

~~C~~<f.!TT I ~~~~!;@:<1T Jf~';[>1j~!;@~ 

~ <f.!TT ~ ~ ~9f0"ffi(9f 15!fG~ ~ I ~g %a:r<rr '~'>'fl\5' ~ C<f.l"I" ~ 

<f.@C(;(~u~f M~ ~'lf.'j"lm<f.i1C!;@ ~'B ~~ I ~crr<ffC"I" C<f.l"I"C"lRJ<f.~f <rl 

~~~"I11 ~ ffi~ <rl 'Sex - determination' (~['iji"(9f S,D, ) -!l~~ 

;ffijt -~~ 'B9BfR-fu <f.@ ~ .:n'1W ~ <f.!TT ~~ -!l~~ \5lH<1r<f'-:l1Uf 
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?flf'9fm '{3~ 103 

C-1!0'fi~I!-l~'1'ZI!-lr~~<!>@ I W!rn~9J!.<fm~'t~~~It<IG1T~ I 

'5T1'4'Bi'fiI:lft1~C@ '5T~"1~~~ ~'1ffl-~~j<IFl@'31 ~<rm I 

m ~'t~ c<r ~~ 21~p.r5(C@ 2l<t'!0~1~1:lf«f~'t ~~'31 fG15fC<l~"'I1 ~ 

~1<fP1J<t>\:i rv:r 1~ ~'C ..!I~ ":iF'! ~<t>t-.:f ~ '11"ltGt<t> M5'lt"l>lSlJS[G1 l' 'Sl81'¢ A "<Ii ~"f\5 

R,fu~'G~~~~~~I~~C@~9fl:ftrn~'t~~ 

~ ~~~~<f'Bl(~ >j.{C~~ft1 ~~ ~ c<rlt;j) I em: <f.Bl~g~~ 

"'I~iijl('fi ~~9J:.!I>i(iJI(fl"1 ~~~~~~ - "~~ I" ~~ 

~~~ <rm ~ ''1'ZJ1<F1 <n~ I' ~-!l~~'t~~~~ 

~<P-U5'tc<l'~wre-~~~~CG1T~~~~~~~~~ I 

~'("f~~mmb"'l1G1'fi ~~~iij"'li1G1'fi1:l1t'12fffi~on"<lG1T<mr, <f.Bl't 

~~ 9[«f"5(C@ m ~C@iSRf'5TfGW1>'l1~~~>j~i$tiijl:ll~ on I C>'I" '>'I"ml~ 

9f"1" ~~ 'fi"'lIf>j~I("'l"1 ~ C~ ~1"1C'fi <frbTI:;n ~ I ~ C~~ 

~'fi'fil(iij'G~ I ~~~~~5(C@~'JRJ<l~9f1@ - C.V.S. 

-!l<r-. Amniocentesis I m~2f_~~ -!l<r-. ~~~~JF'9j:n:('5 

9fl@ 1-!l~~~~ffi"5(C@~~~~<mf9ffuro£~t;f$~~ 

~ Congenitalabnonnalities l~g<ffi~~9fl:ftrn'31~~I~~~ffi 

'>jj'iffif~g C.Y.S. ~)) ~ 'G Amniocentesis )((~~~ 9f@~ ~ -!l<r-. ~ 

~~~~~<l~>'Ii$tH~~<r-."f~~<f.Bl('t~~~~~~ 

~~~ I ~ '5T"'lT~~ffi~'5T~m-~ ~~~~~~ 

~~~'G <lm<lI,<Ciijl"1<f.Bl('t5"t~ern~~9f C.Y.S. ~ Amniocentesis-ad 

~"51Iq'jlI>j~~~9f~~~~~I) 

~~~~~m~~~~~<n~mIMl'fi~ 

"l1i'f'@ I ~~, ~'Gmr-1-!l~~~~)00 "i5i""'l"~))0"i5i""'l"~ - mt9fr 
'G ~liijC~fi'mm <l>i<ll>'l'fitm ~ "i5i""'l"~C@ "lW ~ )00 "i5i""'l" ~ )0'1 "i5i""'l" ~ /' ">'I<fic~ 

~"1*1i$t"'l'fi ~~C~~ Lianyungang ~ c<Mttfl" '9'fls~~ ~M~~ 

~ -!l~ ~~ ~ )00 "i5i""'l" ~)~~ "i5i""'l" ~ I~ I:lI"1C~'G -!l~ m ~~'t ~ 

~~ c<rm-~~ 1:l1!-l>'lI"'llC'fi -.rn-~'31rrn, ~m t;1Z"'lC'fifffi't' ~~'G 

~~ I ~<rl8f<rnJf~~M~DRf~ -!l~~~_~*~ 

~l!d1'fiIn;C~8 2l!0~!dI~ ~ -

)~IT) ~)00~)08.0'1'Z I 

)~~) ~)OO~)O((.IT '1'Z I 

~OO) ~)00~)0'1.1T'1'Z I 
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IW 9fTI?ffi1 ~'~ 

~ )00 ;rRiB )O~ .B ~ I 

15Trr.Wm~~ri:rmR<f~~'1~~)~~8~fu;rJ~~(rrrr.lC~~ 

~'"W1-G ~'QiB2fmrr."f<1C"'.f.Di ~~,~~~~-.m-~ I federa

tion Dr obstertics and Gynecological Societies of India -~~~ 2tf5 ~<'f » 
~,::n~ ~1'1C~ /r(·iJ~~. <TRPf-f.i.lWl7o.ooo ;:ffiiBrw~ I <'l@~g ,::n~f<t-~ 

~~mc~~'ij~~rr.<!C<r>1 ~'3 ,::ncr f.r<fr'Rf. ~ 2fTIlTI:C;f 'Ai5Cf ~~}"f 

~~ <H$\~ ~rm I 

~\5B1"Frfu:"f }1'P:(f'1IFF'9ffi~'3m~'3 ~~~F.i'1rn ~~. ~ '3 

~~ I ;:;M'3 ~ "IT.'1T c<J ~~~ '{jl~rf<rf. <IT Zfq:f\5<f. ~~ '3?rr 

fSf-(j <F-ri'(~ 1i<{(.1~ rr <mrr.Cf J)~ C<f'l"!Pl1 J)~~ '3?rrv.iBE1 '6?rr C"l1'TCf <IT ~ 

"l<fIWnJ ~~~ ~'1"l"~~rn;m~c4lf\0<f.'3 <!dJ I ~RmFfl\5j~'f.'[<'fCf;:rI'11c<t- ~ 

~?f:1?[<t<f. '\51<j 2tf5 GT (<1 'l '11"t-i <t- ~Cf <IT f.N~ ~ C~ rm~ fSf-(j (j JfJil'T ?fT-G ~n <Jm 

~f J)<l', ~C<nfu,<:"'f.'[<'fCf~~rCl1r C<f.R<p.'fzq~~"'5~ ~ I <rRWf~ 2111G<t-\:Jrr.<f 

J.l"l'1 ~ J'lmCQ1I<f '5wr<rnft <n ?ff<l "'r5 ~'3 ~l~C-1(j ~GTf'ifi (J.1~'3 ?f<f~) I ~ ~Cf 

\:3 M~'T~. \5J1?fO'T..prr?f CQf[<f."-fI11T/r<!<!<lT~· 2f y f'; I <1Ng ~'Jf[<J'fDl)"J:F.iT~fCW J.l<l', ~ 

JI'1\:JTI.<l ?f.<PT-G ;:r8il ;~C~d "TC"fJ ~ I ~'Z ~ 31Cf cm0fr <llf0/id ~ <rf~?"lC<1r 

6l1<1~Hfu~ QnC<f. J.l<r'Z~'J"lr.Q ~ ~[<'f <mrr.Cf \5f[<f. N <PIT~. \5fW1 ~ ~RfIYf ~ 

W1,G t 01 ¢ <f..r<:jjI?~ "ferr ~ I ~g ~m<IT c<J 'Jj<f?ffu<mr"¢'iTf ,::n'~-;:rm:r"5i'<FIT~?f<Wi 

<F-@ -;:)@! ~ \5~~~ ~~RT.<f.~r<fl[/j. \5f[<f. f.T1r~ C<1~rf1c~ fu@ ~"f~ ffi 
~ <n'5Hc<l'if~Cf?fc·.f.Di~~m~;:r[.'f.'RlCf J.10iU"mRi~f<f.~ ~~JTf?f\5~ 

~'f;f.t~rmrrPJf?Fm~'Q'f<f.R! ,::nCfW'5H0fr~? JI~?I1'Z ~f<r<m 

~"lRG'f '3 <rrfu;- ~l'l"1TJF'9ffi w;n I 

~err.<f.~?f '51~~~ ~f <rm f.f.-;n <rf \5T(j" ~~ ~~ Wmf11 ~ 

~ I m<mf~ <1IF'e' <1r.iC~ m <F!h1Gl1"''9ffi ~ «l1<j® <r@ ~~\5"~ff 

~'5H~J.l<r~ c<J~rr.<Pfvf~~'3wr~1"l?tJ~ I ~g"'5a:Ml~~ 

~l'J?flE1 <1\ fu,";iJ I'i!YN ~ J.l<r'Z ~>mf~~ J.l<r'Z J.l~~ (/'f zrrnf'if<F-@ ~~w 

~iJf1[i'l~fu~"lV1TJ.l<F-i'!J ~m~~ I C"1<ff C'lN ?fT@ "'5~ C<fP<rcZr<1" 

RWI\5Tf0fr ~'f";:f~ f<f.'l1 t "'511?fI~~IC<f ~.-3 31CCf?f ?fr."jf C<f.R ~~ ffi}Jf'if <F-@ ~ 

'51G,C~?1 ~'f C"1'3m ~ rm, \51~er"ftF.i 'JF2I"ffiJ ~~ ~~fr<j<f JPH1<t- fG1 c~ 

,::n'f '3 ";iJ1"I'1l1~I?I:iJr<1T c<J Hi"IRif~:'l ~~. ~ J)"l'1C<f.R ~@Jf.ffi ?fT<@'Tffi 

;:r[<J@ ~~ fSG <F-@~i:'J-rn<1"lT.<1r~<PIT~I ~J.l<r~C'1G<t-I::Irr.<Pr-:I~ 

~~'3~ <uG..!pm C"..f.-!I (~g ~ C<f.R 'ij~'1~1 ~~ lS1i1l1IC<ii"l 0iU" ~ 

~"ffi<f(~~ ~ C<f.R ':1?!R fSM- ~..!P ~ @f['if~~ JRJf<RT QffC<f.) <11 $\~ 'if\~9~ 
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1oo 9f1f~ ~~ 

m-l~PM1N~ I '1.!l>j~HG'f- ~~~~~~~~fl~~9r I 

<rrr<m 1'@(jGlf ~~ oo:"rn moo ~~-~ 1~<1~Oi ~~CfIC<1'4'C"l~ ~~ 

.~9@~~, ~~9fi1«J.~, ~Jl~~~><t~Jl~~rr~ 

«J ~l~ 9fi1%f ~ Jl<rZ ~~ ~ ~\5T!'if <f'@~ 9fWr~ ~"8IiT.9f 

~~ I ~"P~~ ~~«J~~~<m~<f'@~'i1T, 9fq 

~'@~~~m I ~~'1,!}>i~m~~'@ Jlre-Jl~~ 

<f.rfq I c<f.H ~ '1"'9f"RJ ~~ Jl~~~ 9fWl'1 <KIt~, %fl ":!,!) "I ~!r.'T<'f 

<f.m'Tffi~~~\5RffiJ~~'Tf I 

m~~~~"l51iij"l~'.:J@~9f~~ I ~~, 9jJi, 
~~«J ~~~@!9f<Klt~%f';)o ~><t'5 J1 ~<f."HI>i~I"lC'f. C'T'5m~'Tf I 

'.:l1~'.:J'1C«c<r<ffr.rT~~<M1~ - 'c<r<ffr.rT~~ C'1'5m~~![rT~~, 

- -!]~~Gl~2f<T~~ 1~f9!'t'.:JI@<f.~~<rZ><t~9fi1rn ~~Gi"IR 

~ ~ '5l~'.:Jg Jl~ ~9f <rl ~"'5l"~ - Jl~~ 9fWrfUB ~ .~ 

~~ I ~2fQrr~ m\5T1"1)@~ Jl~ '1,!}>i~1~ \5R><tm:q~ '9flV-l" 

- "ff~~ "lI8l<f.f"lrfrn«J~~<rr~9(q~'.:JfN'5 ~~<f<f.'@ I '1'@'.:Jg 

c<f.R~-~~~<ffif9f,!}>i~l"lC<f.~~<rl"'5l"~~~~-!]<r(~ 

~C'1~"lj~"1<f. ~f\5Rr C'9f1<1q ~~, ~~q~ ~'@ «J c<f.H 9ftf~ ~ 

C0<f.'Tf C<f."1%f~~~~ 9ftf~~ I «J~'3T ~~ ~m-~~ COffi, 

«J~~m~q~~~~~~~9f '5l~8:'.:J <f.!TI~ - "~'4 

f1~c'.:J ~ I" ~"l8:iijlC<f. ~~~~'5m<:r~2l"fR~~, ~q~ 

9f@~m~ c<l'"N <f'@ ~JFfq~~~ 9J:,!}>i;!\IC"l~~~~ c<f.H~ 

J=I"\8T'i1T I ~ tlGi ~f\3,~"l ~1<RP,.::r~ I 

~Gl~fi1~~~~ Jl~f<I'.:JR>'.:J~"iij'"'4'J~tTffi I <ffif -::nq 

f<I"lre<f.~q<rl'if'S~~~m~~<rl~~~~C'1'5m~~ 

-!]<f.~f<r~9jBif~J?:;~~~~Jl~~~q~~%f 

~mm'if<f'@"'5l"""lT -!]<f.~~~~~~q<f'@ I ~~~<M1 
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BOOK REVIEW 

THESUPERNORMALMEANSOFKNOWING:ANAVYA.Mj4E4APPROACH 

(FIRSTEDITION), DR BHUPENDRA CHANDRA DAS, 

Pages I-XII+I-181,Bharatiya Vidya Prakashan, Delhi, 2011, 

ISBN: 978-81-217-0230-0, Price: 450.00 

In epistemology, perception arises out of the contact ofa sense-organ with a nearby 

object. A sense-organ may come into contact with a fixed object, when the perception 

as a piece of cognition is produced. As for example the eye can come into contact 

with the colour or size of an object, it cannot come into contact with the taste or 

smeII of an object. The sense-organ cannot also come into contact with that object 

which exists outside the reach of it. In western epistemology perceptual knowledge 

is nothing more than this. The so-called extra-ordinary perceptions are not 

perceptions, but inferences. 

But in Indian epistemology the case is not so. In Indian epistemology the 

above-mentioned cases of perceptions are ordinary 0: lankika perception. There 

are also some perceptions, which do not come under such ordinary perception, they 

do not arise from ordinary sense-object contact as explained above. In Indian 

epistemology, specifically in the Nyaya epistemology these perceptions are extra

ordinary or alaukika, or for these perceptions, the necessary sense-object is not 

ordinary but extra-ordinary. For example, when a person gets perceptual knowledge 

of the coldness ofa piece of ice-cream, which is far away from him, though the eye, 

then it is not an ordinary case ofperception, since the eye cannot oridarily come into 

contact with coldness. But without the contact ofthe eye, in the said example, with 

coldness one cannot have perceptual knowledge of coldness of the ice-cream. So 

we are to admit that there is an extraordinary (alamkika ) contact of the eye, the 

sense-organ with the object, the coldness. This extra-ordinary contact gives rise to 

extra-ordinary perceptions. Or when perceiving some men to be mortal we infer 

that all men are mortal, then we may justify this by pointing out that we perceive the 
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class -character of all men and the class-character of all mortals at the time of 

perceiving some men to be mortal and through the perceptions ofthese two class

characters (in the Nyaya terminology sdmdnya i we perceive all men as mortals 

in all times and in all places, since the class-character is that category which inheres 

in all individuals or particulars. One cannot perceive all individuals of all the times 

and all the places by ordinary sense-object contact, so the contact must be extra

ordinary and the perception out of such contact cannot be ordinary perception. but 

extra-ordinary perception. 

So in the Nyaya epistemology, a type of perception - extra-ordinary or 

alaukika perception has been recognised besides the ordinaryor laukika perception. 

In Indian philosophy only the Nyaya system gives high importance to the different 

types of alaukika perceptions, other systems partly accept it, some even rejects 

Yogaja perceptions, a type ofalaukika perception, which has been taken for granted, 

though differently, by most of the Indian systems. 

The book under my review, at present, is 'The Supernormal Means of 

Knowing' (i.e. The extra-ordinary means to perceptual knowledge) written by Dr. 

Bhupendra Chandra Das. 

The book is a research-work of the Ph.D. Degree under the supervision of 

Dr. Raghunath Ghosh, a present-day well-known scholar ofIndian philosophy. 

The book-contains five chapters as follows: chapter -I : Introduction; 

chapter-II, The concept of Sdmdnyalok ~a ~a Pratyak ~a ; Chapter-III: The Concept 

of Manalak ~a ~a Ptatyak ~a, Chapter IV The Concept of: Yogaja Ptatyak ~a 

and chapter-V: Some Evaluative and conclusive remarks. 

The complete work is devoted to the Nyaya theory of extra-ordinary or 

super-normal perception with particular reference to the views of the Navya

Naiyayikas . 

The introductory chapter is devoted to the status, definitions, stages and 

classifications of perception. The discussion on these items has cleared the way 
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towards the study of super-normal perceptions or alaukika pratyak ~a. All these 

have been dealt from the Nyaya point of view. In this connection the author has 

rightly referred and explained the nature of extra-sensory perceptions of western 

para-psychology. 

The second, third and forth chapters are concerned with the these types of 

elaukika Pratyak .~a - Sdmdnyalak ~afla Pratyak ~a ,fiianalak~afla pratyak ~a 

and Yogaja pratyak ~a . 

In the second chapter, the nature and justifications for admitting 

sdmdnyalak ~afla pratyak ~a has been discussed and established very carefully with 

necessary reference to the basic texts. To Dr. Das, it may be a type of intuitive 

induction as we find in western logic. But this intuitive induction must be supported 

by sdmdnyalak ~ a fl a pratyak ~ a . 

This view strengthness the realistic epistemology of the Nyaya , Generally 

samtU1Yalak~m!a perception is admitted for the absolutely certain knowledge of 

Vydpti (inductive generalisation) and in that case the contact of only one sense

organ viz., the eye, which comes into contact into all the individuals of past and 

present through the sdmiinya (either as real entity or a piece of knowledge), is 

taken for illustration. But Dr. Das has informed us that there is also possibility of 

sdmdnyalak ~ a fl a contact through other senses like the senses of touch, hearing 

and smelling. Thus we find a detailed account of siimdnyalak sana pratyak sa va 

this chapter and the position of it has been highlighted by quoting particularly the 

views of Ganges'a and Vis'vanatha 

In the third chapter the concept of Jiiiinalak sa n a pratyak sa ves been 

discussed from the point ofview ofthe Nyaya and refuting particularly the Advaita 

Vedanta rejection of it. 

Referring to the view of Harirarn Tarkavagjsa the author has mentioned 

four kinds of cases for the justifications of Jiidnalak ~a fla pratyak ~a . They are 

:(i) recognition, (ii)perceptions ofnegation, (iii) visual perception offragrance ina 
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piece of sandal-wood and (iv) The knowledge of knowledge (anuvyavasaya).
 

But the Nyaya also establishes their theory of error (]j7)U1Iiikh;iitivada on 

the basis of its acceptance of jnanalak ~a ~a pratyak ~a. So the perception of 

erroneous object (I ike a snake in a piece of rope) is also a case for the justification 

of jnanalak ~ a ~ a pratyak .? a . 

The Advaita Vedantins reject jiidnalak ~a ~a pratyak ~a. To them it is 

nothing but inference. The Vedanta-paribhasakara argues that 

jiiiinalak ~a Yfa pratyak ~a consists of two acts of knowledge - perception and 

inference. 'The sandalwood is fragrant' exemplifies two acts of knowledge 

perception in respect ofsandalwood and inference in respect offragrance. Knowledge 

of fragrance is an inferential knowledge. So to the Advaitins, to recognise 

jiianalak ~aYfa pratyak ~a as a form of perception is to ignore the distinction 

between perception and inference. 

The author nicely examines the Advaita refutation of 

samanyalak~aYfaPratyak ~a and concludes 'that' there is no absolute line of 

demarcation that can be drawn between perception and inference. Sometimes the 

knowledge of an object may be a perceptual one, and it may be an inferential to 

another individual at other time .... , (p.70). In fact, some western psychologists 

believe In acquired perceptions, which are almost similar to 

Jiidnalak ~aYfa pratyak ~a of the Nyaya. 

In the last section of the chapter on jnanalak~aYfa pratyak sa tne author 

has reviewed (i) some problems concerning jnanalak~af!a pratydsatti for 

explaining the perception of negation referring to the view of 

Har iram Tarkavag is' ,(ii) Navya- Naviyayika views on 

jnanalak.? a Yf a pratyak ~ a particularly the views of Ganges' a and Vardhamana . 

The fourth chapter is on the concept of Yogic pratyak ~ a. Yogic pratyak _? a 

as an alaukika pratyak ~a has been accepted by all the systems oflndian philosophy 

excepting the Carvaka and the Mimamisa The Carvaka does not grant any 

super-sensible object, so the supernormal perception is meaningless to them. The 
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Mimarnsaka holds that a yogi or a person possessed of superior power may 

perceive only the visible objects, but none of them can perceive transcendental 

objects like dharma. 

Dr. Das has represented first the Nyaya theory of Yogaja pratyak ~a after 

refuting the Mirnamisa view. In this connection he has given a brief exposition of 

priitibhajiidna a type ofintuitive knowledge recognised particularly in Indian poetics. 

Also he has rightly refers to the basis of extra-sensory perceptions of Western 

para-psyohology like telepathy, clairvoyance etc. The author shows that this type of 

super-normal perceptions (alaukika pratyak ~a) is so philosophically significant 

that almost all the systems of classical Indian philosophy have to accept it, though 

their treatment of it sometimes differ. Even the contemporary Indian Philosophers 

like Aurobindo, Vivekananda and Rabindranath have also admitted it and gives 

importance to Yogaja pratyak s a for spiritual realization. The author has explained 

their positions systematically. Rabindranath himself used to meditate sometimes at 

midnight, sometimes at the very dawn to realise the infinite spirit. "But" the author 

rightly observes, "Rabindranath has not mentioned any particular process through 

which the mind may be able to realise the universal man." (P. 112) 

The last chapter of the book (chapter-V: Some Evaluative and Conclusive 

Remarks) is an important contribution of the author. This is really an evaluated 

study. Dr. Das has started from the root of samanyalak~a,!apratyak~ai.e. the 

reality of sdmdnya . So he has elaborately discussed the negative attitude of the 

Bauddha philosophers towards the reality of sdmiinya . For this purpose he has 

examined the Bauddha k ~a,!abhaizgavada on the basis of which the reality of 

sdmdnya is refuted. Finally he has established the reality of sdmdnya from the 

Nyaya point ofview and proves thatthe admission of saniiinyalak~a,!asannikar ~a/ 

pratyak ~ a in the epistemology of perception cannot be denied. In this chapter Dr. 

Das has critically examined the situation of non-acceptance of 

samanyalak~a~apratyak~abythe Advaita Vedantins and the Mimamsakas. 

Going to evaluate the jiidnalak ~a,!a pratyak ~a Dr. Das has pointed out 
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the view of N.V. Banerjee that both the jnanalak~a~apratyak~aand 

samdnyalok sano pratyak ~a are the cases of laukika pratyak ~a or normal 

perception, not of super-normal perceptions. He has rightly shown that the view of 

Banerjee is not at all justified. Finally he has strongly established the perceptuality 

of jiidnalak sa na pratyak sa, which is denied by the Advaita Vedantins by. . . 
showing that this type of alaukika pratyak ~a is nothing but inference. 

In this chapter of evaluation, lastly, Dr. Das has critically reviewed the 

justifiability of Yogaja pratyak.~ a and pratibhd which is known as a human faculty 

for knowing the world which is beyond the reach of sense-organs. But it has been 

shown by him with supporting views that prdtibha jiidna is a type ofpoetic intuition 

which is different from super-normal perceptions of a yogi in degree. Finally Dr. 

Das has strongly argued against the position of the MIm am sakas which does not 

admit Yogaja pratyak ~a to establish it which has been highly estimated by all 

other systems of Indian philosophy with a single exception of the 

Kevalapratyak ~avadi Carvaka. 

Thus we see that Dr. Das has done enough to contribute on the extra

ordinary or supernormal means to perceptual knowledge and has been quite able to 

establish it from the Nyaya viewpoint. The book will certainly encourage those 

who are interested in this area of epistemology. 

But the production ofsuch a informative and thought provoking book is not 

satisfactory. There is a good-number of printing mistakes and the head lines and 

sub-headlines are not carefully ordered and composed. I request Dr. Das to take 

care of the final proof-reading before giving the print-order. 

In fine, though not a Nyaya scholar, I am to request Dr. Das to go through 

Raghunath Siromani's Didhiti on samanyalak~a~a and Advaitasiddhi of 

Madhusiidana Saraswati for a more detailed and enriched examinations of 

sdmdnyalak ~a,!a pratyak ~a as a supernormal perception. 

PRABHAT MISRA 
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